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Basic Behavior Modification

Albert Mehrabian

University of California, Los Angeles

This chapter contains an overview of the basic principles of behavior
modification and presents a method of defining, problems so th4t they
can be approached with behavior modification techniques.

41
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Chapter I

Defining_ the Problem

There is a kinJ. of inertia in people's behavior that makes change diffi-

cult and distressing. It is easier to act the way we alw.;ys have than it is

to change our behavior, even though that behavior may be unsatisfactory and

even troublesome.

A human being's ability to change his own be4vior and to influence

that of others is one/of his most important tools for-adapting to life situ-

ations;'it comes into play in his private life, in his home, social, vocational,

and political environments, and it has a tremendous effect ofi human relations.

If one is unwilling or unable to realize his potential for change and influ-

ence, he is likely to experience frustration in his personal relationships.

UnOillingness or inability to change is due-in part to the fact that

when roe do arrive at a common-sense or intuitive splutiOn to a problem; it

often.ends in failure, So we find ourselves reverting to our old was.., In

other words, thisjailure to find workable solutions can cause intertia. But

1
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why do we fail?
4P

. -

A major obstacle to changing behavior is the lack of guiding principles

. that are simple-enough to be applied successfully in,e4eryday problem situ-

ations. We lack such rules partly because we are somehow repulsed by the idea

that our own behavior--or anybody else's--might be explained and compart-

mentaliZed by impersonal rules. Most of us have trouble discussing our methods

for dealing with others; we may feel that a particular reaction will help

solve a problem but be unable to describe any principle that led us to that

conclusion. We tend to be skeptical of the suggestion that many behaviors

Could be predicted reasonably well or changed in terms of some set of rules.
1

Our humanistic values ha'vek,discouraged us from approaching the workings of

our own lives and personal relationships as we approach inanimate objects.

While we have established numerous principles for dealing with the technical

aspects of our environment, we shy away from "rules" for coping with the more

complex and mysterious realm of human interaction.

//
4

On the basis of such recent developments, our present effort is designed

to counteract (1) the widespread fgeling that people's behaviors can't be

categorized or made subject to "rules," and (2) the tendency to consider
-0

,interpersonal problems to be too complex And confusing for the layman to deal-

with-.

This monograph deals, then, with behavior modification. We.will cite'

some principles and then illustrate their appltcation to several classes of

situations where change Occurs or is desired. Our examples, for the most

part, have been drawn from the .common situations that we al/ might encounter

at some times in our lives.

Problem, situations seedi to dominate our discussiOnS since they illdstrate

2
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most dramatically the need for change and the characteristic aspects of the

processes involved. But our approach isn't entirely problem-oriented--most

4
Of the principles discussed can also serve to "make a good situation better."

We will discuss many interrelated techniques which are drawn from

:learning theory and research and are known' generally as behavior modification

(Bachrach, 1962; Bandura, 1969; Eysenck, 1960; Lundin, 1969; Mehrabian1970;

Miscel, 1968; Ullmann & Krasner, 1969; Wolpe1969). Thus the approach that

has been used throughout involves just a few basic concepts and'the relation-

ships among them.

How Behavior Wication is Different ,

The behavior modification approach, differs in several aspects from the

moerfathillar Freudian (Erikson, 1963; Freud, 1935; Rapaport, 1959); and

other related.psychodynamic psychologies (Rogers, 1951).. One distinction is

that it focuses on specific behaviors rather than uruyervable internal pro-

cesses and conflicts: It therefore includes procedures for attempting change

which can be readily measured and assessed as to their effectiveness, whereas

4

changes in internal' conflict are more difficult to measure. But, more impor-

tant, behavior modification differs from psychadynamic approaches in that it

involves very few concepts that need to be understood and remembered before

they can be applied. The reader, is thus provided .with (1) a broad set of

guidelines for identifying rec4rreatterns in his awn or others' beha4or,

and (2) a set of rules and procedures for changing such behavior, which

should help him avoid the intuitive trial-and-error methods for problem

solving that are frequently time consqmIngand, worse: ineffective.

Defining the Behavioral Problem
4. O.

The first step in,the attempt to influence behavior is, very simply, to

3
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define_the problem.. If "define the problem" sounds superfluous--an unneces-
1

sarily obvious beginning--you may find itointeresting to observe for a time/
I,

, .
.

just how vague mosf people are when itcomes toyinpointing theie difficuir
4

ties. A precise definition of one's problem is important because.it provides

( .

a goal, focus for one's effoeti, which in'itselfhelps to alleviate frus/

tration.

If we we can find a wdy to expand the statement of a problem toa concrete

list ofthe specific behaviors which constitute it, one major 6stacle t

the solution of the problem will have been overcome. In other words, thk

initial ambiguity with which most people analyze their interpersonal prob.- ;
1

lems tends to contribute to.their feeling of helplessneSs in coping with

them: -66wing which specific behaviors are involved, and thereby what changes

in those,behaxiors will'solve the problem, provides a' definite .goal fo'r .

action - -arid having that goal can lend a great sense of relief.

Let's begin this businelt of definition by examining two situations to

Which behavioral changes are desirable.

Rachel: My husband is sometimes so rational, so unemotional, that he

seems cold and cruel. This sort of attitude doesn't seem intentional, n r

is'it lasting, but when it does, happen there is nothing I can 6 but ho e-
.

lesslyaccept it while it.lasts.
I

-
. .

1 ,

Reuben:, I have two, and generally we get alohg pretty well but
.

one,of,them often wants to have things his own way and this becomes problem ,

/

Q,-
in whatmould otherwise be trivial situations. For example, if I ',am cooking,

17,,, , 0
', ., . / 1 ,

he will ,be there with detailed instructions on how I should go ab40t it.
, P

.. t Iii
He deoides,'or tries to decide, when the apartment will be cleaned and who

,

will do just what job. In a host of other circumstances, he often tries to

0



impose his will on my other roommate,.and,me, and the decisions he makes often

\

seem arbitrary, without any particular reason or logic. Since he is our
,

i
,

roommate and a good friend in many ways, we have been hesitant. to- approach .

4NIP
'

him about thri situation for fear of creating'an atmosphere in which none of

us could live comfortably.- Certainly we will hive to approach him someday,

but sincehis tendency to issue menial instructions amounts almost to a

passion, we do not see how it will do much good.

There is a marked difference in these descriptions. From Reuben's

statement ii-is easy to see which,of the troublesomp roommate's behaviorg

are a source of irritation and discoMfort to the other two. For example,

he told them how to cook and when to clean. If Reuben had said merely, "I

'have a roommate who really irritates us by being so overbearing and frequently.

imposing; his will on others," tnestatement Would have lacked enough detail

to be hIlpful. As it.was, his statement indicated more clearly how to pro-

ceed in changing the irritating behaviors.' It was desi.r4ble,for instance,

to discourage the roommate's unsolicited advice and to minimize the frequency

with which he ordered the others to carry out household chores.

In cdntrast, Rachel said she sometimes found her husbafid unemotional ..

. .

and unresponsive, but did not specify the 'behaviors that were upsetting to

her.' If she had gone no further, it would have been difficult to proceed

to a, meaningful solution. She h d to des.cribe exactly what she meant when

.she-;called his behavior "unemotional." Whet she was encouraged to Wye very

de4iled illustrationg, certain recurrent behavior patterns became apparent.

For example, when she told her husband about a prbblem she was having with

1

th6ir child, she was hoping he would offer some assistance or moral support,

such as, "We could take the baby along with us'tonight. instead, he often

5
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responded with an intellectual observation about child rearing. To Rachel,

,a mork/sympathetic response from him Would have indiCated more willingness

on his part to help herout, to spend time with- -and do motLe for--their

baby. Again, the critical point was fOr her to elaborate specific examples

and describe in each case exactly what she said and did and what he did in

response. With these specifics, she was'ih,a better position to focus on

the behaviors that needed change. T,

t. ThAfirst step in the definition process, then, is ,to obtain an expres-
-

sion of the problem in terms of specific components rather than in vague
.

generalities. (As already mentioned, it's surprising to note how many of

us do stop at generalities.) After

request a second one, and then a

-dozen'illbstrations are obt ed. 4ovided with such iaset, we can then

eliciting one detailed illistration, we

ird, and so forth, until perhaps half a

i

begin to see certain pa erns, certain charaft ristic qualitieslinthe

behavior of the p9,r icipants and in the qua sties of the setting, all of

which form the basis for understanding the ,difficulty. It is essential to

iv
drawl'out as many details as possible. More specifically, the common 'patterns

to look for among the examples are (1) the undesirable behaviors which are

associated with distress and which seem to be beyond the control of the

persons involved, and (2) the implied direction of change, that is the

implied desirable behaviors which would relieve the distress and frustratidn.

'Ranking the Problem Behaviors

Once we have established the specific behaviors.that need to be changed

(increased or decreased) in a given situation, we can further clarify the .

nature,of the problem by deciding just how severe each problem behavior is

relative to the otbers-rthe second step in defining a problem. For example,

6
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if we conclude that a problem situation involves seven undesirable behaviors,

those .behaviors are ordered from one (most distressing) to seven (least dis-

tressing). With such an ordered list, we can go even fuitper and estimate the

needed increases or .decreases in the "frequency" of each behavior. That

is, we can estimate the number of times a behavi7 actually occurs, as well

\ -

as har often we 'want it to occur during a given
r
period of time.

,There-are several reasons for ranking.tfie troublesome behaviors in

thii way. First of all, experiments have shown that the least severe

problem behavior is the easiest to change successfully. And success encour-

ages perseverance- -one is much more likely to continue to a more challenging
f/f

difficulty if he's been able tojuconquer" the first ones he faced. A.lsof

the successful change of some less severe problem behaviors can frequently
7

provide a person with necessary coping skills--a kind of "on- the -job train- .

ing"--so that he is better/ equipped to deal with the more difficult stages'of

the problem when be finally approaches them. So, establishing,an ordered

list and attacking the:problem in that order increases the possibility of

Success at each stage and the likelihood that a person will see a problem

through to its finish.

What else cont)ibutes to the severity of the problem besides it dis-

tressing quality. One thing is the frequency with which it occurs and its

'fluncontrollabili While either a high frequency or an Lvontrollable

quality in a proi em behavior can indicate severity, a combination of both
1 ..

.

/

points to peon ic . ced severitl..

'Sumnary

This c discussed behavior modi fication as distinct from Freudian

and similar choTogies in that the former deals with specific,, observable,

7



behaviors instead of a complex network of unpbservable internal processes.

The first step in behavior modification, defining the problem behavior,

is also iddntified and discussed:

8
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This chapter begins with the details of instrumentaIlearning Which
Jed to the shaping technique in, behavior modification'. Ou 6" aly,gis

.

shows how ma a aptive behpioiss are inadvertently tIght arned
and further discussion provides information about a umber of metho S

'which can be used to speed-op behavior change.
J .

P .
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Chapter II

1:1;,

Rewarding "Good Mistakes"

Reward, Punishment, and Behavior Change

1

You have carefully def4ned the problem. -Now comes the hard part: how

do you go about bridging the gap between what your problem situation. is now

and what"you would ultimately like it to $orrie answers may be found

tiieprir)iples- of learning. These, principles are based on experiments ihat
.

.

explored the conditions under which an individual replaces old behaViors

with new ones, or simply acquires new ones. They are therefore most relevant

to our consideration of behavior modification .And social (influence.

The area of learning contributes .a majof 'concept for explaining change--
)

. . ,

reinforcement. There are two categories of iminforcement, positive and ,nega-

tive. Broadly speaking, positive reinforcement means rewarding a person for
- ,

exh 'bi ting a specific behavior. Those .,ex es or things that'are inteln-.

-, ,

sic_t ly satisfying, such as the gratifiCa on, of basic physical needs (hunger,
.,.

,,,,-

sex)are oRlious positive reinforcers. There are Other weaker reinforders-
,,

doing something for another which he likes', for example, or giviAg'ilim an
i

4

oppoytuni t)/ to do something he enjoys: When a man buys his' wife hgr favoMte

rs or takes his son to the movies, he is behaving' in a positively.

reinforcing way. Although.he may not actpaily be thinking about reinforcing.

9
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some specific behavior Of hi, wife or child), he, nevertheless is effecting

change in some behavfor of aOh one..'

Negative renforcnt" Ounjshinent for exhibiting a certain behavior.,

,

and it ranges ftom painful physical stimulation-and deprivation to weaker

reinforcers such as verbal criticism, hostility, or simple expressions of

diTh kftte

Experiments have shown a consistent relationship between reinforcement
NI

.of behavior and the subSequent frequercy with which that behavioor occurs
. .

(Fenster & §kinrer, 1957. The shorter the delay in positively reinforcing

a behavior afteit occurs, the greater the increase.in. the frequenR of that

ti

behavior. Similarly, the shorter the delay, in delivering ,a negative reinforce-

.

t, the greatef the drop in the frequency of behavior (Azrin & Holz, 1966).

r.f

,I

Some very precise information has been obtained aboilt how c.losely in'time
=

,
. .

.reinforcement must a behaviOrtin.'order to be effective (Ferster & Skin-

.

Skin -

nor, 1957; Skinner; 1961): For our purposes, we need only note that, in gen- ---:,-..
eral, sooner a rein:Mr-Cement can follow an. act, the greater its effect.

,

1
As We stated above, a behavior tends to be repeated mote frequently

after it is ,positively reinforced and less frequently afters 4 is negatively

reinforced. In other words, there. is experimehtal justificatioivfor our

jigininon-serise assumption that a person who is rewarded for something he does

, I

will be more likely to' do that thing again, and that he is less like' to

repeat behaviors for which he has been punished.

In choosing reinforcers, we must consider an individual's likes and
.

dislikes. To a child who loxes Walt Disney muviee,going to see "Baribi"

-

*Stele Appendix A of Mehrabian & Ksionzky, 104, for the theoretical and
experimental justification of the preceding somewhat.bnconventional defi-

. nitifens of potitiVe andliegat.ive reinforcements. .



.

can be,rewardin i chooses, reinforcing, If he ;like's %candy,

receiving a chocolate ba7.can be reinforcing; if he likes baseball, being

taken to a World Series *game could, be a positive reinforcer. To an adult,

sincere compliments albout his character or his looks can be reinforcing.
4,

Success at Work can be reinforcing, as, can an inase in pay or a bonus.

In short, effective re'inforcers are simply the things any given person.would

like to have _or 'be able to do. Will the same things be reinforcing to

everyone? No more so than the same things are equally desirable to everyone.

If there are two desirable rewards that can be given, the more reinforc-

itir9 one can be determined simply by allowing the person a choice and observ-

ing which one he chooses or,' given more time, which one he chooses to carry

. opt first or more often (Premack, 1965). In other words, rewards, can be

ordei-ed in terms of their reinforcing 'Strength by asking the ,person to order

nis-preferenceS. In this way we might discover, for instance, that a child

.would most prefer to go to the movies,-next to play. in thepark, finally tor-
h aim sO'ine.,-x" an dy 4

Sometimes we may have only vague ideas about what kinds of rewards,will
, ,e e

be desirable to an individual. in' such cases assrriple questioning' often pro- ;. . :I

/V'

vi des some answers. One could obviosly, ask a:chi 1 d, "What would you like to !
.../., /,

- f.
,

?

do?" or,
,
"What are your most favoritethings?' AaultS-c,an be, asked similar

di ,

.- questions,° or they can be asked for,fi,list'ofrfavorite things.. Once a person
.

,

1/4

e

tells of his preferences, we can order them in .terms of their importance, to

hint and' thereby derive 4 list of post-We:re:W.31j 'mgrs.,
.#0. .. . -.. 4, I

It, is extremely 'irtp vehes s, - , a

does not diminish with repeated' use-, because ih'orei*,to. fOliielice,behavior
j1 3

the'reinforcer needs to be used _repeatedly. Food fdt .one, -.is a reinfora0
e. 4, ff..%'

whose effectiveness diminishes rapidly. When a chi 1.d. -1.*.FeInforcea twith
7. , kJ ,

;
.

. "11,

-:6.
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.

candy bar for-the tenth time, his preference for it relative to pier
,

. )

I
/.

I things that he might find reinforcing, drOps drastically, and the candy .

z

-thus:ceases to be a very effective reinforder. 16 contrast, the repeated
4;

us9bof very small amounts of candy as a reward might not detract substantially ..,

'from its reinforcing quality.
A 04.

The entire class
,

of so- called "social reinforcers" (expressions of

.

diking, appreciation; and encouragement, which may be communicated either

verbally or nonverbally) also haS a tendency, to'deteriorate with frequent

use, particularly with adults. So if we followed every occurrence of some-
.

.one's desirable behavior with smile or pleasant comment, it's likely that

. _he would cease to appreciate our tactics Wore long-7as with too much -of., . , . . .

. any good i ng,.it would be taken for granted. Of course, one way. to avoid

this .pro m
-

of diminishiiig effeCtiveness.in any situation is to vary fhe
. . .. .

-reifdprcerS used. .

,

,

Another-thing to keep in mind in using reinforeers is to select) among

several similar ones, those over which one he most control. So, in a

home where it would be'unrealistic to keep food under loCk and key(, -food

would not be an effective reinforcer because it is already relatively acces-

sible to a child. But in a school setting where food is not generally'

. . available to children, it can be used more effectively as a reinforcer,
^,

's \\ \
\ '...

/11 Schedules of
Re\

mforce
/'",--

..
,..

The effectiveness of reinfor8ement, that is the lasting value of the
. .,

change induced by it, may also vary, according to.the schedules ,of reinforcement

used (Ferster & Skinner, 19571. Suppose'it is desirable to increase the freqiien-

,cy of a behavior and that an effective reward has been fou& for the person who

produces that behavior. It would then Be necessary.to decide how oftento
.

L'` 12
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reward the behavior to best obtain the desired result.

In psychological terminology, continuous reinforcemeiit means to reinforce

.a behavior every, time it occurs,' When a wife responds with Ardtli and affec-
._

every.tiMe her husband brings her flowers, she is reinforcing hi s

. flower-buying behavior on a continuous schedule. Partial reinforcement

geherally means to reinforce a behavior only after particular occurrences

(Mors4, 1966). A "special instance of partial reinforcement is fixed ritio

reinforcement, in which the ratio of nonreinforced to reinforced occurrences

is constant - -the behavior is reinforced after a fixed *number of times it

occurs, swevery third time. In real-life situations, fixed ratio rein-

forcement could be illustrated by an elevator salesman who receives a coMMis-
,

sion after each four elevators he sells. Every fourth occurrence of selling

an elevator is reinforced on a fixe'd ratio schedule. With this schedule, it

is typically found that. immediately after reinforcement there is a brief

pause before the person being reinforced resumes his activity at the same

rate as before reinforcement. In.other words, our elevator salesman would

probably take it easy for a liay or so following the bonus payment before

wholeheartedly resuming his work:

A more interesting and frequently seen versicm is variable ratio

reinforcement, i which the ratio of reinforced to nonreinforced occurrences

variessometimes ,a behavior might be rewarded after five occurrences, at

other times after two. Consider, for instance, the results,of spiking the '

ball when playing volleyball. If the ball lands as intended, leaving the
. , . .

Qpponent'unable to return it, then the spike would provide positive reinforce-
. - tp,..

ment. But if the 1 lands,inithe net or outside the court, it would be

a nonreinforced or negatively reinforced behavior. For a moderately'good'



player, Chances are that he executes a successful pike about half of the

times he tries. Getting a traffic ticket is anotiler example--only occasionally

. ,Gambling is still another il-does a, policeman stop us for a driving error

lustration, and the persistence of those wh

strength of .these schedules., Winning a b

gamble is testimony to the

the positive reinforcemen

occurs very seldom but nevertheless seem to be a strong nough reward

encourage continued persistence.

One important thing distjnguishe pfixed ratio from variable ratio

schedules: with fixed ratio reineor4ment, one knows precisely when reinforce-

ment will occur,and can anticipatejt. As we noted with the elevator sales-

man, one who is reinforced on this basis tends to pause after reinforcement

before resuming his original rate, of behavior. Since with a variable ratio

schedule one doesn't know, when reiiforcement will occur, he will produce

the reinforced behavior at a more consistent rate, without paused. This

4-
would suggest that a variable ratio schedule is the one to use to elicit

a steady and stable performance in another's behavior.

Further, for a fixed total amount of reinforcement, a variable ratio

schedule is more effectiiie than a continuous or a fixed ratio schedule, be-

cause it serves to induce a longeT lasting change in the frequency of

, \ .

reinforced behavior. What:ddes this mean? Let us say a child is given a

&kr after he completes every page of a reading assignment (continuous reinforce-

ment schedule). A second child is placed on a variable ratio schedule in

which the average frequency of reinforcement is one out of three times. To

make the total amount of reinforcement for this second child equal to that

of the first, he is given thirty cents every time he is reinforced:L If

the children continue for about ninety pages with their corresponding

14



schedules,

ment being

child who was trained with the variable ratio schedule mill continue with

they will both earn nine dollars. But even with total reinforce:

the same for both, the, experimental findings suggest that the

his reading aria will ultimately read more than the one who was trained with .

. ,

a antinuouveinfomement schedule (Ferster & Skinner, 1957; Skinner, 1961).

" .

..,

Why is,

I,,

, f,
-C

the variable ratio schedUle more effective? One reason is that

(

4

,

the person beingftained is'ndt certain when he will receive a reinforcer.

Consequently, when reinforcemeht ceases, he is not sure if there will be no
.,..

more reinfor&rs or IT'there is simply an extraordinarily(long delay. This

uncertainty makes him persist longer in prOducing the behavior, even though

he is not reinforced. Another practical reason'for using a variable ratio

schedule i
.,,..

s th,at,Lt is not necessary to be present at all times to observe

..T 4

and reinforce,lt it is when a continuous reinforcement schedule is 'employed;
4-10* .,."41

the-variable ratio schedule'also requires fewer reinforcers;'whh is helpful'.
,

,
. .

especially if the particular reinforcers selected tend to lose their luster

with repeated use.

4ir

A Finally, the variable ratio 4t,the most subtle of-the various ichedules.

At times it is better that a person not make an explicit connection between"

the reinforcer he receives and his performance of specific,behaviors. ,We

hope to show some very legitimate bases for deliber4ately reinforcing beKallior,

but many people nevertheless object to the idea of being controlled or manipu-

lated by another person, even if the change can be beneficial and despite

the fact that social influenCe is a common aspect of social interaction, inten:

tional or otherwise. The connection between reinforcement and the performance

of certain behaviors is far more obvious with a contquous reinforcement

schedulb.

4
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In general, then, where necessary .a reinforcement schedule might start

with continuous reinforcement, shi \ft as soon as possible to a variable ratio

schedule, and gradually increase the proportion of nonreinforced to reinfvced

behavior. In this way, at final stages of straining, the changes can be

obtained with a very small amour' ofreinforceMent.

Extinction

One other relevant temwe.oReed to mention'is extinction, which is

the return of a behavior to its original or prereinforcement 1e51, or the

gradual elimination',of a new,response.(behavior Change) through removal of the

reinforcers. Examples'inay help to illustrate: Little Polly likes to pull

on the iealof her mother's, rubber plant. Her parents decide to punish her

for damaging the plant byslapping her fingers. A respected friend sees them

punishing Polly for touching the plant and suggests that'"frequent.physical

punishment can spontaneity,in children." The parents*int out that

their punishment had been effective because Polly now only rarely touches

r

the plant; however, they decide to stop slapping her finger's. To their

chagrin, they findAhat Polly gradually resumes her old habit of pulling oh

the. leaves of the 'rubber plant. Her newer responsei-not topen6 the plant,

was extinguished when the negative reinforcer ceased.

A second example relates to the development and eliminatiOn of

a child's tantrum behavior. Some parents who are, busy or under gr6A pres-

sure from other sources may tend, because of preoccupation, to overlook or

,ignore their chil'd'ren when they are "behaving," being forced.to attend to

.

them only when they misbehave or throw a tantrum. The parents' attention,

since it is hard to come 4y,r1s.xeinforcing for the ,child and thus helps

increase the frequency of, for instance,lantrums. Occasionally, the parents,,

16
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may even tIrto ignore the tantrum,' but they may have to give in to the
, .

child just Itt.Stop the disturbance. In this case the tantrum is reinforced

on a variable ratio schedule. Experiments have shown that a child'sltantrum

behavior can be extinguished by parents who stop attending to (and thereby

4 #slovreinforcihg) such behaviors (Williams, 1959). -
Negative Reinforcement

A final consideration about reinforcement is-how to balance tqp, use of

(1) positive, (2) negative, and (3) positive-plus-negative reinforcers. We

will generally. emphasize ,the appli-cation of positive rather' than negative

reinforcers, for several reasons. First, the effects of punishment are far

more complex than the effects of reward o positive reinforcement. Punishment

involves .4 variety of Ode effects which Complicate a Situation, For example,

experimental findings have shown that when a person is punished in a given

si tuation` a] though tie behavior being'puil'ished
o
decreases ip fi-..ittency, there

also develops a tendency, tol,Itoid`the situation (AzrinAt Holz, 1966). Thus

-6 child who is punished in the class tor may begin to play hooky or feign
4

illness to avoid returning to the painfu)\situation.

Punishment may also result in aggression toward the punishing agent.

Suppose a teenager is being punished and retalia s aggressively withN 1

resul that:the punishment stops. The teenager's aggressive retali.ati? is'

reinforce because it is instrumental in stopping the n gative reinforcement --
,

the punishment. Thus, even if aggressive retaliation of thls kind is only

occasionally effective in stopping punishment,aggressive resiitipes will be

reinforced and will become more frequent.

It is interesting to note that this type of learned aggression I also

supplemented by a reflex-like response which experimental studies have s own

17
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to pccur. quite automatically and indiscriminately whe ver an organism'

is subjected to pain. For instance, animals' placed in a cage suddenly 2

attack each other when they are,thocked by a current pasied through the cage

floor.. This automatic aggression is'vented4toward anything or anybody in

the immediate vicinity of the organism being punished (Azrin & Holz, 1966).

Such aggressive response: following punishmept are of.course another reason

that punishment Is undesirable for use in social situations.

Although punishment can generally be avoided in

behavior, there are times when it becomes necessary.

influencing another

For this reason let A
.44ft

A1A

.
briefly note that under the following conditions, punishment can successfully

MOF

and permanently suppress the occurrence of a behavior (Azrin & Holz, 1966):

4

A (1) When the person being punished can in no way avoid the situation; (2) when

punishment is sufficiently severe in quality and is introduced and maintained

at the same level of severity (rather than being introduced at a low level

.and gradually increased in intensity); and (3) when the pUnishment isadmini-

stered;on a continuous schedule of reinforcement immediately 'after the

undesirable _behavior occurs. As we shall see later on, however, tie most

' effective use of punishment occurs -when a person is simultaneously positively

reinforced for some alternate and more desirable ttehavior.

Among the characteristics of punishment mentioned above, the most

important seems to be its severity. Punishment of moderate severity does

not produce lasting changes, whereas very severe punishment, administered on

a continuous scheduje, can and does. Our'discussion of phobias, in the next

chapter will help explain this exceptional finding.

Still Another form of punishment in social situations is merely the

, withholding or withdrawal of positive reinforcers and rewards. In one study,

18



teenagers who. were playing pool in a recreation rdbm were punished for unde-

sirable social behavior (quarreling, bumping one another, using abusive (

language) by being immediately removed from the recreation area and forced to

,wait alone in an jsolated booth for fifteen minutes (Tyler,J965). This pro-

cedure, generajjy referNd to as "time out," was found to Le quite effective
4.4 Ts

in minimizing undesirable behaviors, in the recreation area and could be
,

'equally,effective kinpsuch si tuatipn.

The withholding of positive nejliforcers, especially positiye social

reinfOcers, is a frequent means- 5f social control which most of us, use

'4.,

intuitively (ignoring someone who is talking to us, not smiling whenswe greet

someone). Systematic use oethjs techniqUe in psychotherapy is il1usjrated
,11

by & situation in which the nurses on a ward ignore the "crazy" jumbled talk

of a sdhizophrenic,attending to hirtonly when he makes onormal" LnYersation.
5-

Stich..a technique, withholding attention, can minimise the frequency of the 14

_

crazy talk. Even more importantly, when the mild punishment of withholding

..,' .

attention is.combined with positive reinforcement of more desirable behaviors,

even stronger. effeCts can be obtained. The see patient will rapidly give.up

his crazy talk and increase his normal conversation id' it is being reinforced

with -cigarettes, food, or anythinqse he especially enjoys.

Positive Reinforcement

AlthOUgh.pUnighgent is sometimes appropriate and effective, it is still
.

preferable to rely. on theuse of positive reinfoqers'in most instances, as

follows. To "change a person's behavior" in a given situation means to induce
,

him to replace' one Of his activities in that situation with another Iehavior.

,So iri general, behavioral change involves diminishing the frequency,of one
PO

action and increasing the frequency of another. In fact, change can often be
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conceptualized,as occurring along a continuum,, with the undesirable'behaviors,.

those to be diminished'in frequency, assigned to-one end and the desirable

behaviors-, whose, frequencies are to be increased, assigned to the other end.

Thus, the process of change is a movement from one end of this continuum to

the other.

Two examples will show hdw this works. Beanie is a-child who is unco-

operative at times--he does not listen to his parents, refuses to help out

with household chores, etc. Implicit in the formulation-of change in this

case is the building of cooperative behaviors on Beanie's part. Rjs continuum

would show a high frequeng115 uncooperative behaviors and very loW frequency

of cooperative behaviors at one end, and a high frequency of cooperative

behaviors and low frequency of uncooperative behaviors at the other end.

Oliously,,,then, increases in cooperative behavior tend automatically to force

decreases in uncooperative behavior, and vice versa. Given that fact, and

knowing the desired direction of change, it would therefore be possible to

accomplish the desired change either by focusing primarily on a decrease of

the undesirableipehaviors or on an increase 6f the desirable behaviors. To

decide to use primarily positive reinforcers would mean to,focus oil an increase

of Beanies desirable behaviors rather than a decrease of hips uncooperative

ones.

A second,example is Alphie, the "silent husband,H, who hardly ever dis-

cusses things with Bet, his wife. She construes his silence as coldness,

lack of affectiOn and unwillingness to share his problems and concerns with

her. Alphie's continuum would be formulated with a high degree of iilence,

and low frequency of ton"versation aboutis life outside his home at one end,

and at the other end, a low frequency of silence and a high frequen6 of such

conversation. Now it is clear that inducing Alphie to stalk more about what

20
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happens at work or what happens in his contacts with others during the day,

would automatically diminish the frequency of his silence. Here again then,

focusing on those behaviors whose frequency should be increased requires only

positive reinforcers. The altertlative procedure in both cases would,be to

diminish the undesirable behaviors through the use of neiitive reinforcers,

a distinctly different approach.

Negative-Positive Reinforcement

J
Unfortunately it is not,always possible to use only positive reinforcerg

,kith humans. There are certain situations in which the behavior being changed +'

is so destructive and the amount of damage to .oneself or others so great in

only a brief period of time, that gradual change by reinforcement of desirable r,

behaviors to replace the destructive one is simply not fast enough. In cases

. where there is a time pressure then, it becomes necessary to use'both negative

and positive reinforcers simultaneously, as follows. Negative reinforcers.

are used initially to bring about,a sudden drastic limitation in the frequency

with which the destructive behavior occurs. Positive reinforcers are used

at-the sameame time to bring aboutore desirable behaviors. As an example, jp

some extreme cases of autism a childdight claw at his cheeks, eyes, ears,

etc., cadsinga great deal of physical damage to himself in a short time. In,

.

such a case theshospitalized child is frequently bound to a bed, thus. completely

disabled and prevented from hurting himself. But tying a child to his bed in

no.way promotes a constructive change. As an alternative, he is untied and

given freedom to move and play except that_through mild shock (administered

4

via,light are attached to his arms) he is severely punished

for reverting to his previous' behaviors, such as any movements of his arms
01!

toward his face. .He actually has considerable freedom of movement and is

t
J.
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provided with a variety of toys to play with. Since there is a possibility

of eliciting a large number of,behaviors that are not self-destructive'

positive reinforcement can be used to increase and maintain these other more

deiirable behaviors, which incidentallyrcounteractthe destructive ones. In

the meantime, shock continues to be available for curtailment of destructive

4
behavior.. This case then illustrates the joint application of severe punish-

./
ment, to quickly lower the frequency of destructive behavior, with positive

reinforcement of alternate and more constructive behaviors for the child.,

To summarize, in the. majority of cases where it is necessary or desirable

to change another's behavior, it is possible to rely primarily on positive

reinforcers. When positive reinforcers are used in this,way, they serve to

increase the frequency of desired behaviors, thereby automatically decreasing

the frequency of the undesirable behaviors. The remaining cases require

simultaneous use ofapositive and negative reinforcers, as described above.

the joint use of positive and negative reinforcers is effective in bringing

about a desired change in such situations faster than could be achieved with

positive ones alone. Finally, exclusie use of negative reinforcers at any

time is generally discouraged--they are less effective and can create many .

troublesome social and ethical issues.

You will recall that we have mentioned two criteria to look for'when

analyzing a probleM situation: (1) the undesirable behaviors,. which areasso-
,

dated with distress and which seem to be beyond the control of the persons

. .

involved, and (2) the implied direction of change, or the desirable behaviors

that would relieve the distress and frustratiOn. Given the concept$ of

reinforcement, let us now add three more steps to help with further refine-

ment in problem definition: (3) the reinforcers present in the situation

ti
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whichmight be helping to maintain or even increase the undesirable betiaviors,

(4) other available reinforcers in the situation which might, help to increase

the frequency of desirable behaviors, and finally (5) the agents who might'' 4.

be us6d to administer these reinfotcers. ,

To simplify matters somewhat, we have giver napes to th asic characters

in our discussi
Y*
ons. 'Ragent will identify the persop serving as the Reinforcing '

AGENT, the. one who initiates and reinforces changes in another. The PERson

Be4nig INfluenced will be kbown as piciln. Both names will be Agd.throughoUt

the remainder of the monograph so the reade# can quickly identify the roles

of the parties in the interactions.

. /

Shaping

One of Skinner's major contributions is his detailed descrippon of

_ .

the steps whereby reinforcers could be used to change the tteqUepcy of

behavior (1961). These techniques are subsumed unddr the concept of shaping.

To illustrate, suppose it desired that a child be neaterthan he ,is.

Should his mother wait until he has tidied his room to her satisfacti

then reinforce him, or should she initiate the change by altering ;the st

dard of her ,expectationq? Experimental findings suggest that it would be

mo's't effective to proceed through a series of steps, pDsitiVely rein'f cing

.

those behaviors which'more and more begin to a6roximate the desir d end'

product. To putit another way, one should positiv/elireinforce his "'good

mistakes." Thus,.any behavior'that is slightly more tidy than usulil should

be enforced, but behaviors thpt are4att his characteristic level ofuntidi=

ness, or lower, should not be. Untidiness to his 'Mother maiconstitute not

making the bed, not putting clothes away in the closet, not picking up toys,

and being generally sloppy at the table. Some of these problems have tevera3

1

.
,

rill
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components; for example, being sloppy at'the table-may include all sorts of

individual troublesome behaviors. f we were to observe any one of these

irritating behaviors closely, we could specify a habitual level of untidiness
0

in terms of number of offenses per day.1'There would be a fluctuation about

this habitual level, of course--on certain occasions there would be less
hi.

,'untidiness than on others. In shaping for tidiness, any improvement rela-

tively lower frequency of untid haviors) would bereinforced immediately

after it is'exhibited, such asrrnediately following a meal at which the

child has been slightly less sfoppy than usual. The parents should .ignore

(reinforce neither positively nor negatively) those occasions when his* habi-

tual level of sloppiness occurs or when he is even more sloppy than usual.

Having reinforced the child a few times for being slightly less sloppy, the

parents can filen raise their standards and require even more tidiness before

reinforcing. In this' way the desired goal will gradually be attained.,

One can perhaps see from the, above example that keeping track of an

intricate and extended-shaping program could be much tmplified by a careful

. .6,1z

recording of the gradual 'changes in the desired behavior (the me being

manipulated) and the reinforcements given for those changes. Such a record

schedule,can help determine, in accordance with the selected schedUle, when to or When

not to.reinforce. We must know the exact frequency with which a certain

behavior occurs before we Can determine how to shape it. Keeping such a

I 44

record provides realistic feedback; a picture of one's accomplishments and
-

failure§,is thus an integral part of shaping techniques.

The use of shaping does.not.automatiallS, exclude problems in which

behaviors
Ai

are abstractly defined. FOrexample, we might wish a certain person

were more conscientious. To be "more conscientious" is an abstract summary

a4

I
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of several problems involving

techniques relies on clear-cut

' i. .
*

:*

cific USe of-shaping

finitions,of,4n.'abtraet issue interms of

more_conscientious, he must first define exactly what behaviors, he would prefer

I /
itg- specific behavioral components. Threfore, if one wishes. someone to ,be

that person to exhibit in different situations. ,Once those behaviors have

been defined and quantified as to the frequency with which they already

occur,A.basis exists for employing shaping techniques. Other forms of this

-Ve
'same problem are oft-expressed complaints-such as these: "She doesn't give

of herself," and "Her§ §-o cold, he never shows any,feeling," etc.

Shaping techniques may strike some as too analytical and calculating.

dThe idea of initiating plipned changes in another's behavior,an actually

keeping track of the progress in writing may at first glance appear offensive

and dehumanizing,. .But Th problem sjtubtions where these techniques could

.

possibly bring.about improvement, the choice seems to be the following:

. ;.

Either an individual can continue in his frustrated relationship with another
1

,

person and el4prOs.,this frustration by negative feelings which may in turns.

.
. .

serve to perpetuate. or..*en'incgc,ase the distress (Beakel & Mehrabian, 1969),
_ li !., ',-

or he can seek to use soni techniques for bringing about a change, so that-'he
-4., .

will feel more posit-Ole and be a0;,to maintain a more fruitful association.
J.,

It was interest-Ng to, Tt6e ,chaRgAt brought about in a mother who had come
- ,

- ,

r..
to us feeling completely frustrateux.helpless, and exasperated witii her CH-ad.

Following the use of rejnforcing'iecOrifues, she began to get some feeling of

mastery over what happened and was able' to kedlistically observe and record .

t

. (

-improvements in the child's beh'avior. The paren was then able to express.
t

more positive feelings to the child, who in turn responded by being more

cooperative. 4
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In considering any changes,induced through shaping, we need to answer

queitions that.may already have occurred to the reader: After the training

period is over, and Ragent has obtained a desired change, and planned reinforce-

ment stops-,what happens? Does Prebyn revert back to his old ways? If so,

what kind of shaping procedures minimize the essibilityof a return to

older habits and maximize the possibility that the new behavior will be

-retained? T

Since use of a variable ratio reinforcement schedule induces the

lOngest lasting changes, it is best to use this schedule from the beginning

if possible, or at least to institute it at an intermediate stage. This is

,
because -a .variable ratio schedule provides a more harmonious, that is a less

discontinuous, transition into the everyday situatio s where planned refnforce-

nents are absent. Reinforcement may accidentally occ in such everyday

i4ttiiiionS and thus besonsts.:tent with the subject' xpectations on the

varfable ratio basis, but if he has been led to e pect continuous reinforce-
.

ment, he is sine to be .disappointed and maw the cease to perform.

To illuttrate, Muffy is a child chose behaviors are first shaped for
,-, -,

greater productivity-in her school

F

assrooM with a variable ratio schedule.

e

.

When shaping is terminatedher pa nts, as well as her teacher, may socially

reinforce Muffy's new skills by showing their pleasure over her pro-gress with

her schoolwork. But even more interestingly, there are many subtle rewards

/

that may follow from Muffy's better school performance, s 01 as (1) implied

superiority among her peers, a very powerful reinforcer wch,

is maintained as long as one continues to excel; (2) the parents' willingness

to buy her interesting and intellectually challenging gifts, partially due

to theii increased evaluation of her as a competent and intelligent child;

..;),Oi
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and (3) a possible tendency on the part of -the parents and teacher to treat

her more like a responsible adult rather 'than an irresponsible child, another

powerful reinforcer in our culture.

Muffy's example helps to illustrate that part of the, challenge in

.using reinforcement techniques is.foh. a Parent, teacher, or psychotherapist

to select a direction for change that will be self-reinforced, when the pro-,-

gram ceases--that is; tb Shape behaviors which will continue to be reinforcing

'fol.' an individual. The difference between an ingenious teacher or parent

and an average one is not so much the latter's inability to select behaviors

that might continue to be reinforcing and therefore be maintained, but rather'

the former's acuteness in perceiving and shaping those' behaviors which have

more than, the average likelihood)of bet g positively reinforced.

There are countless instances of lesser interperional problems in'which

a person might effectively use shaping techniques to modify his own behavior.

For instance, he might find reinforcement useful in improving his own study

habits or trying to quit smoking (Keutzer, 1968). To shape. his work or study

skills, he could select reinforcers--food, recreation, listening'to.music--'

and decide upon a schedule of reinforcement that wouldbe contingent upon his

productivity. One ay decide that if he can keep up two or more hours of

Work he is entitled AP a particular recreation, and then reward himself if

he succeeds. A good rule is to always selectsmal meaningful positive re-

inforcers, which are very concrete and well-defined and which, again, will

not lose their effectiveness.with repeated use. In shaping a behavior that-

rOuires a griii deal of effort, the best positive reinforcer would be one

that also illtdiyes some relaxation, since relaxation in itself can be a posi-

tive reinforce.
aaftwom
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Shaping can also be used with considerable success to socialiie animals

or train pets. For_example, one lady complained that she couldn't seem to

housebreak her, cat completely. He would sometimes use his litter box but

just as often go in various parts of the house. She said thatshe had been

patting the cat whenever he went in the litter box, but this had not worked.

A

It was suggested that she think of some food which her cat was particularly

fond of, and even keep him slightly hungry so as to make this food especially

tempting. Since in this case the cat did produce the desired behavior, but

not consistently enough, it was suggested that he be given a small amount of

the favored food immediately after using his litter box. The timing of this

reinforcement would of collirse depend on the frequency with which the cat

went into his litter boxCif it happened approximately twice a day, then he

could be reinforced only that often. However, if visits to the box were very

infrequent, the shaping could initially focus on behaviors of approaching the

box, with the cat being reinforced for moving very close to the box, next for

touching it from the outside, then perhaps for just spending some time in

the box, and finally,'only:for actually using it.

As a final example for this section we will consider a situation which

illustrates that reinforcement theory can be useful not only in overcoming

existing problems, but also in determining courses of action for the fdture
1

to maximize the effectiveness and productivity of the persons involved.

Suppose two men establisha partnership. Neof them, Mr. Meadows,

has considerable' experience in the business they're starting, while the other,

Mr. Greenfield, is in truth "green." Right at the beginning, Mr: Meadows

has a choice of several approaches. He could promise Greenfield a very large
,

reinforcer before he-has'dope anything to help accomplish the goals. In

28,



contrast, if promises of benefits were to be made contingent upon Greenfield's

contributions to the project, they would serve as reinforcers to encourage

effort on his part. In sum, wholesale prediction of the positive outcome of

an enterprise is less constructive since it is not contingent on the partner's

contributions. Moreover, an d11- encompassing initial promise detracts from

the effect of positive benefits when they do happen, since they have already

been taken for grahted.

Inadvertent Reinforcement of Undesirable Behavior

Frequently certain behaviors are maintained because they are being

reinforced in a very subtle was. In some instances Ragent may employ split

reinforcers: a negative vert41 (explicit) communication about a behavior

along with a positive nonverbal (implicit) communication about-the same be-

havior which is strong enough to_counteractthe effect of the negative verbal

comment. We have all used such split reinforcers: When a husband surprises

his wife with a fur coat on her birthday, she may respond with, "You

shouldn't'have done that, we can't afford it," while the pleas re in her

eyes is obvious; and parents often have trouble refraining from laughter

while reprimanding a child because what he did wa§ cute even if it was,

naughty. Experimental findings have shown that in such instances, the facial

expression or the, intonation of speech tends to override what is said, So-
1

that the overall reinforCing quality of the message is positive (Mehr;b6n,

1971, 1972). Even in cases where the explicit and implicit reinformlents

are given at different times, the negative s may be overridden

by more frequent nor erbal communications of pleasure, am sement or encourage-

ment.

t
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Although the inadvertent use of split reinforcers can be harmless (note
0

the coy reaction to the fur coat) or even beneficial, there are times when

44s'subtle quality cah give:-it an insidious and damaging effect. The situations

described on'the followin4 pages il)ustrate such cases.

Parental Conflicts Vented on Children

Mr.,,ind Mrs. Vine are in conflict with one another but do not dare, or

are unable, to express their conflict or'disagreements directly.' Thus, while

peace and good feelings appear to reign between them,,either ofthem may use

one or more of their childra to vent a sdnse of frustration and aggression.

Let's say that Vinette, one of the children, has a habit of being"careless
. ,

and breaking things and that this is particularly disturbing to Mrs. Vine.,

14r. Vine explicitly discourages that behavior, by means of negative reinforce-
.

ment, when it occurs in his wife's presence. But-sometimes, simultaneously

or soon afterward, he mplicitly encouragesoyinette by, for example, being

amused by4what she does. The nonverbal communication is subtle enough not
,

not'
-.,

to be detected by Mr. Vine, but even if it were Mr. Vine could always deny

the implication by 1.iinding his wife of the explicit statement with which4
. . .

he chastised Vinette for her behavior. For instance, Mr. Vine might say

angrily, "How many ties save I told you not to get your mother upset in
. . .

.
t

that way?" followed a'few minutes later by, "Why don't We go out and make a,-

walk while your mother, is cooling off?" Vinette's apparently undesirable

behatitior is reinforcea since making her mother angry,resuits in increased

attention fr m her father. The obsitive reinforceliient fr m her father out -

weighsweighs the n gative reinforcement of the chastisement. . Thus, Vinette's

.. undesirable ehavior is.shaped aid maintained by Mr. Vi e, to the distress
I ,
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.of Mrs. Vine. Thrdugh thi,5 devious means of exOessing hostility to his ,

wife, Mr. Vine may be reinforcing a self-destructive or sodially undesirable

behavior in Vinette, Since he may see the immediate effect on his wife but

fail to see the long- range effects on-his child.

This type of pro:,161en has been informally, observed by persons working

in family therapy situations and is one of the bases for the development of

some severe kinds of psychopathology in children. The child in such cases

is caught within a conflict and over many years is led to learn a series of

undesirable behaviors wpicn serve no realistic function for him but merely

are vehicles for the expreysion of negative and hostile feelings between his

parents.

Goal Orientation 4k.
,r

)

People who, to one degree or another;.try to avoid facing fearfut.and

failure-producingsituatinfis are generally referred to as low achievers;

those who deliberately try to conquer fearS o0ifficulties are the high ,

achievers. One of the characteristics that distjnguishes highfrom low

achievers is their relativi emphasis on success and failure. Failure is

especially painful for the loW'a0,liever while success is especially rewarding

for the 12igh achiever, This diffe. nce explains why a high achiever is more

willin to Perseverf0a problem tha mightinvolve failure while a low

achieves becomes discouraged and quits /hausen, 1967).

HOw can we understand the development of t ese relatf-Vely. stable high

- / ,

or lob achieving tendencies in terms'of learning heory? How does\one learn
/

to be more or less persistent in the face of possible failure? Such arning
i . ---___l

,

\ i

proyably occurs during childhood or early adolescence. kn a family where
r ;,

a chi ld, is frequently encouraged 'and re arded for, his effo ts at a difficult



task, persistence would tome tote seen as worthwhile and rewarding. In

`another family the parents may have impossibly high expectations for their

child. The parents withhold gratifidation pr reward until the child reaches
,et

one of these major goals. He migll initially keep trying and actually

succeed in small stages, but in th4,absence of reinforcers to encourage his

small successes, persistence is extinguished. In yet another family,sexpec-
i'

tations might be minimal. The pafes indulge and overgratify their child

.in,every respect, reinforcing him whenever the opportunity arises and ir-
-:

,respective of his activities. In this case the child would not have. to work

at or periist in developing skills in order to earn sqme of the rewards

that most children have, as they grow up (McClelland, 1961). When he finally

.
moves outside his family environment; he faces a considerable handicap since

he discovers that rewards are,no longer so.readily availab4e and that he

greatly lacks the skills to obtain the positive reinforcements he once had.

This neW situation is equivalent to being faced with unrealistically high
0

expligCtations from others.; and so h 1 arns to give up easily in the face'of

adversity.

Once such learning has occurred, either to-achieve or not to achieve,

we would next ask how it is ma ,ained. Why does a high achiever remain a
Nc.

high achiever and a low achiever ontinue to function as a low achiever?

When a high Achiever continuesity persist In the-face of failure,

eventually he succeeds and theeeford operiences positive reinforcement on a

`variable ratio schedule. Such reinforopent just serves .to encourage him

further, and his pattern of persistence maintained 'in a stahle way. A

low achiever, in contrast; is caught in a vicious cycle. He avoids any,

situations that have

possibility of being

led to failure and thAeby excludes for himself any

'4

rewarded for persistence. Thu he is never reinforced
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fOr positive accomplishments following initial failure; avoi4ing the noxious

situation which led to the failure does provide some measure of reinforce-

'lint through refief. In this way,-any situation which bears a hint of failure

becomes, thrOugh generalization,
.e

a negative one to be avoided, and his low

achieving pattern is maintained.

The implieatioh of this analysis is that the learning environment

created for loa,achibver types should be diffel-ent from that created\for

A

high achievers'. The low achiever initially needs situations in which failure
4 A4

is very infrequent and where his efforts are often positively reinforced.

He could ,gradually be exposed to more frequent failUres as he attains mastery

of a task. Learning should be presented to him not so much as a.challenge

but As an experience that is associated with cooperation and good feelings.

It is not so critical for the high achiever to avoid the experience of failUre.

In fact, without a'sufficient amount of failure he may even lose interest.

He, therefore,.shoUld have a learning environment in which challenge and

competition are'basic factors and where success and failure occur equally.

Once we can unclerstan'd&the mechanqms by which people cope with problems, we

can devise reihforcing,techniques that depend on the stable differences,

among theindOiduals involved.

Psychosomatic illhess

Illness of ally kind, physical or psychological, may come to be _associated

with positive reinforcements. Talk about being sick or even actual physical

reactions can be shaped and maintained to a point where it is difficult to

.fistinguish real illness from malingering (Brady, 1966). This may explain

by escape through illness, either feigned or imagined, is becoming an increas-

igg concern. Our assumption that physiological problems like headaches can
.
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be reinforced and modified is supported by experiments whtek-show that

physiological responses can be modified' without even Prebyn's awareness that

his reactions are beirig systematically changed (Brady, 1966; Engel & Hansen,

1967; Hefferline, 1959).

1

Children or adults maybe_given undue attention, sympathy, privileges,

and relief from responsibility when they are sick, which could encourage

them to resort to any number of minor symptoms of distress -- headaches, nau-
.

sea,:aches and pains. These psychologically-motivated illnesses I've as a

means of escape from responsibilities and, further, as a source of gratifi-

-a cation and attention. r For example,

"Davey, your father wants the lawn mowed this afternoon

before the company comes tonight."

"My stomach hurts:'IMom. I just don't feel very good."

"Well dear, then why-don't you go lie down and maybee yOur

brother will do the lawn for you this .

Another way to encourage the development-of this pattern is for a

parent to let a child stay home 'from school. because "he needs more sleep to-
.

day," or The didn't get his studying done." When the child sees that his

parents don't mind such small, but still socially unacceptable evasions, ha

will be inclined to use that type of release more.often.

Speeding up the Shaping Process,

One problem inherent to shaping techniques is that if we desire to change

certain behaviors which someone spontaneously emits, then we must simply wait

until he produces some action in the direction of the desired change which can

be reinforced. This makes the application of shaping somewhat awkward since

.34



it can be very,time-consuming and,erratic at the initial stages. :Therefore,

(

it is important to find eliciting procedures that will encourage variations in

the behaviors that are to be-shaped. This section will include such a series

of techniques to speed up the, shaping process'partiCularly during the initial-

stages.

Verbal Requests for Change

One'possible approach is simply to ask a person to change, indicating

the reward he. can expect for his efforts. However, when such a request is

made', variability, either desirable or undesirable, is more likely to Occur.

Thus, in the case of one child, Quid, who had sloppy table manners, his

parents could have waited without comment until he exhibited slight improve-

ment and then gone on to shape the changes as indicated; or they could have

communicated to quid that, they would like it if he were less messy. 'Let 6i

imagine the alternatives. If hi's reaction is to comply somewhat with their

request, then he is reinforced and shaping is initiated. But the child may,

well be jnitially defiant and produce even worse table manners than before.

Such a6 increase is not cause for distress, however, because messiness would

soon begib to return to its habitual level, and could thus be reinforced.

. Modeling and Prompting

In a new or ambiguous situation Aere -a persdn does not know how to act,

he often relies on others around him, imitating their behaviors. This imita-

4

tion is known, as modeling and it provides many additiobal opportunities to

capply reinforcement techniques (Bandura, 1965; Bandura & Walters, 1963).

A typical situation is the consistent reinforcement of undesirable but
4

"cite" behaviors: "That scatterbrain smashed up her car again'," fOTT;;;a'by
4
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amused laughter; "Foxie bluffed through his book report today. I shouldn't

have laughed along With the students but his antics were really very funny";

or parents who giggle with their children when one pf them spills milk i. a
/ .

restaurant. Other people in the environmeneclassmates, brothers and sisters,

or whatever--observe that supposedly undesirable behaviors were not punis'Red
l

when they happened but rather became the source of attention and merriment.

This makes the social role or model which is implicitly and consistently

communicated to the child not only one for him to emulate but also one which'

is positively reinforcing. Consider the foll8Wing example of self-image and

identity development.

Tang's parents see a strong resemblance between his features and those of

Uncle Elvih. In the chiles presence they mention this resemblance occasionally,

and of course bringing up Elvin often leads to comments on his characteristics,

anecdotes about some of the things he used to do, and so on. As Tang grows up,

.then, heis frequently reminded that he is like someone else and.also receives

information about that person. He perhaps gets an impression from the con-
)

versations he hears that Uncle Elvin was quite n outstanding figure (whether

for good or bad) and begins to act like Uncle lvin in some of the more obvious

and easy ways to model. As the parents and r latives notice some of Tang's

increased resemblances to,Uncle Elvin, their kdeas of their similarities are

further strengthened, and discussed. Thus the cycle repeats itself. Through

this process, Tang gains a detailed picture of a .person's attr:ibutes and

experiences, is reminded to behaClike that person, and,is reinforced for

doing so. The reinforcement goes as follows:

When Tang acts in certain ways that resemble Uncle Elvinlhp was a

rattier significlft figure'for the relatives, he draws their attention and

36 --;zi
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amusement--or possibly chagrin--becoming the center of attention. As he

grows up he begins to take on more and moreof'Uncle Elvin's characte'ristics,

afiati of affairs Olat.cOnforms to his parents' and relatives' 'expectations

&provides

.

'

d him with a source of extra attention and reinforcement.

--TIgRe-are several important elements in the Tang-Uncle Elvin
.

First, when Tang lacks a repertoire of responses for a given situation,' he

eat
is very susceptible to influence by models. The - models may be other indi°

Aiduals whose behaviors Tang observes and emulates, or they may be roles

which are verbalized by others as appropr' to to that situation (or at,least

implicitly expected fr'OrTang). In the examples we have considered, thesir-

Cumstances are geperally a ques.tian of what role to assume in life, that is,
11.

how to behave in various social settings. Naturally children have not estab-

lished an identity as firmly as adults and are therefore more sucteptible to.

any suggestions or guidelines that might be exemplified in, others%
4e,

Second, persons in the'efivironment of Prebyn somehow showr an
Oa

preoccupation with either the model or the ales that they, describe.. °That,

is to say, they talk about, attend to, or praise extensively'bither the

models themselves or the -roles associated with the models. Thi§makes these

particular models or roles salient aspects pf the environment in which P4byn

.e 1 functions. In thet language of learning, these models are known as discriniina-

V
tive stimuli, because the-a[re.emphasized or set apartMiscrimin as

special entities within rather coMplex situations--speciil 'because they signal

reinforcement.

Third, any behavior of Prebyn's that resembles one of ttie mkdel.'stends

to receive more emphasis from others than his other behaviors. In.this
- P

through similarity with the behaviors bf the model - -a cercain.sUbsetrf.

0
Prebyn's behavibrs is positively reinforced.

37-
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In skirt, the combination of a model (or a set of roles that' correspond

to a model) with reinforcement of any behaviors that emulat that model, can

bean extremely powerful technique for shaping large sets of Prebyn's behaviors,

cu arly when he initially lacks a well-defined repertoire of behaviors.
?

The ollowing experiment demonstrates the significant effect of using

modeli to help children overcome their fear of dogs (Bandura, 1967). One

group of c ldren.who were afraid of dogs hadi(eight "pak..ties together, during

,../Which hey received prizes and candy and Watched ahother child, the model,

y fearlessly with a dog. A second group had the same series of parties

with the dog present but without any model who played with him. The results

showed that a significantly greater number of children from the first group

overcame their fear-of the dog, Also, in testing sessions on month later,

'llMore of the children from the first group were ` wi mig to bealone in a play-

pen with the dog.

Rosen used a form .of modeling to cure psy5hotic behaviors. One of his

patients'denied any psychotic behavior, claiming his real trouble was a spinal

malformation and an extra bone in his 'ma, which gave him an odd, springing
14:1*

step (Rosen, 1953). In the patient's presence, Rosen remarked off-handedly that,

44
he, too, had once had sueh a strange walking step, "when he was crazy." But

when the patient tried to question him about his alleged symptom, he would

talk of other things, ignoring the patient's wish to discuss the mutual problem.
C

By pretending he was once.psychotic and had experienced the patient's same

symptoms, Rosen led his patient to see that the symptoms were gone and that

Rosen was no longer crazy. The patient could thus view Rosen as a model--

"If he got well; why shouldn't I, too ?"

In using modeling, one must, remember that people are more suggestible dr _
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malleable in unfamiliar circumstances. A model can then be a source of coping,

N
skills. Consider this application: If parents are attempting to teach a _

. .
.

.

child a more regular set'of working habits or a greater degree 9f,persistence

at solving problems, and if they have failed to elicit favorable behaviors in

his habitual settings, they might temporarily make use of a new setting to

encourage the new behaviors with modeling techniques. Thus, a vacation set-

ting might provide parents an opportunity to set up a new kind of work-fun

situation in which they exemplify ways to function-that their child can copy'

or model. Any favorable response could then be reinforced and subsequently .

transferred (generalized) to their home environment.

While modeling,refers to the process whereby elaborate, isequenceS or

complex sets of ble1M-Miors are imitated, rom tin re ers to the elicitation

of one simplg.act. When we tell a child to "s y dolly," we are using a prompt.

If he_says_it_we respond with "Good boy, gobd boy, "' and wait. If he spon-

taneously says the word again, we reinforce him; if not, then we prompt him

again. Most parents use the prompt widely and intuitively with young children,

accomplishing changes very quickly and subsequently reinforcing them positively.,

Prompting or modeling can involve Words or actions; nonverbal prompting

techniques, as opposed to verbal ones, are usually more appropriate with adults

than with children. It is easier and socially less awkward to prompt an adult

with the use of nonverbal behaviors than to make an explicit request which may

be denied, thus causing uncomfortable feelings for both parties. Explicit,

\

%. Nerbal requests for change need be used only when nonverbal prompts are not

V-clfective,at all in initiating some variation in Prbyn's behavior.

.4,t.

%)4 ing a third Party as a Model

,

c, So far we'sliave discussed two sets of eliciting techniques; verbal

,

t
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suggestions or requests for change, and the use.of prompts and models. A

third technique is the indirect use, ilPrebyn's presence, of a third person's

behaviors as examples to.be modeled. This 15 accomplished by specifically

calling attention to those behaviors of the third person whiCh are desired

in Prebyn. You may have noticed this pattern with Tahg and his Uncle Elvin.

Although in'that case the pattern occurred inadvertently, the method can, of

course; be used deliberately. Suppose, for example, it is desired that Lyon,

your son, practice his piano lessons more faithfully. His sister Dandi

usually practices quite adequately without being told, so on those particular

occasions when Lyon As present, Dandi can be reinforced with praise, or told,

"Since you've been practicing's° well, we'll get you the new sheet music you've

been wanting." This technique draws Lyon's attention to the desired behavior

and to the relltionship between that way of behaving and a pdsitive reinforcer.

As a consequence, 'the likel;p9od that.Lyon will practice more may increase.

You may have used this technique intuitively by pointing out to a friend

some behavior of a third person, and saying something positive about it. In

this way, without explicitly asking for a change, you drew attention to the

desired behavior in a third person and also reinforced it: Implicitly at

...

least, your friend
,..

received some communication about the desired behavior

and witnessed some reinforcers which could occur consequent to that behavior.

Of course praise and compliments are only one way to reinforce, and you might

have chosen anything else which you knew your friend valued.

Fallowing are some detailed illustrations of thh same technique as it

can be used at home or in school situations.

Sometimes a teacher who is burdened with'a large class of unmotivated

students may find himself attending only to those who are misbehaving in
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4

order to prevent their'behavior from disrupting the rest of,the class. One

of-the problems with orienting toward a misbehaving student is that attention

from a teacher tends to be a positive reinforcer; chastising the student

doe's not constitute a sufficiently negative reinforcer to offset the increased

attention. One of the reasons that attending to a student reinforces him ;

positively is that, in a way, it communicates to him that he has the power-to

control the teacher as well as the.rest of the class. So if misbehaving

wins him attention and positive, rei-nforcement, he will tend to maintain that.

same pattern in the classroom. Thjs problem is so common that a number of

techniques have recently been studied in an attempt to counteract it. One
. . r

A
way is simply to ignore the mi behaving students white positively reinforcing .

those who are produting. the require. behaviors. Once again, according to the

principles of shaping, the req -nts for positive reinforcement would ini-

tially be set relatively low and'then gradually increased as behavior improves.

Initially the misbehaving students may become even more disruptive in trying

.

even harder to elicit attention from the teacher, pai-ticularly if the teacher,

'is one who previously attended to their'misbehavior. HOweve'r, if the teacher

continues to ignore these_disruptive behaviors they will tend to become less
.000000

frequent.

It is easier for a teacher to initiate this technique with a new class
(

than to change over to it in the middle of a scWael year. When from the

-
beginning a teacher ignores misdeeds and positively reinforces desited behavior,

. increases in disruptive. behavior are not expected from those students who

have shown such tendencies in the past; the teacher in a way has presented a
,

new:kind of image vis-a-vis the class, gnd students quicklpadapt to that role.

They begin to perceive the teacher as someone who seems Oblivious to "goofing

A
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°flu-antics-but who offers much attention and recognition for positive .

. *

4 _

actions..

44

Of course, the above classroom technique can be translated directly to
4'

%

family situations. Some parents-drifOnto the habit of attending to their

children only when they are being naughty or.anruly, which,forces the children
I

to misbehave in order tb be noticed by the parents.jfeee again, the, parents

_/
have a choice beiWeen negatively reinforcing the behavior of a difficult child

or positively reinforcing the good behavior of Another child in the Presence

of the disruptive one. Positive reinforceient is the superior method, no

only because it does not encourage negative behaviors through undue attention,

but also because it creates.a more positive relationship betWeen parents and :

children. As we have already seen, when'a child perceives positive feeltngs
N

he tends to reciprocate them, and when he receives them regularly,he,becomes .

eVeri'mme manageable or, more_ responsive to the parents' needs and desires.

The Token Economy

The earliest and most successful applicatiOns of reinforcement theory

have occurred in those social situations where Prebyn is socially subordinate

to and/or dependent, on Ragent, such as the relationships of children to

parents and teachers (Bijou &J'aer, 1966)., employees to employers,!psyclibl*-

tally disturOed _clients in a hospitalto the'hospitil staff (Ayllon & Azrin,

,

1968;' Buehler, 1966), and criminals or wartime prisoners to their prison

staff (Holt, 1964). Control over privileges is a basis for devising some very

powerful reinforcers (Bijou & Baer, 1966). Where the agents have almost tom-

'/
plete contrq, over at least the physical.

'dramatic changes in the beh

aspects of the environment, some

avior of large numbers of dependent individuals

have been obtained. Token economy, so-called, is ereinfOrcement system that

,41
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offers great versatility in maRy, such settings (Ayllon & Azrin, 1968).

/ .

The_token economy makes it possible to reward desired behaviors immediately
.

_-......,

'with a token, chip, or some othersyMbolic reinforcer. The system relies ov
.

.two, principles: (1) Making clear the relationship between a reinforcer and

a desired behavior can be more effective in behavior change than reinforcingr-\\,.
v ,

Without explanation. 12) HUmans and even some primates, such\as c mpanzees,

K. , \

cap be reinforced repeatedly and quite, conveniently with some neural object

so long as they recognize that symbolic tokens can eventually e used to.get
,

actual material rewards, such as food, candy, or recreational privileges.;

Individuals who understand speech should be told that if they prod uce

certain desired behaviors-they will be rewarded withchips, which i urn

//
Canibe redeemed at certain times to obtain a variety of material reinforcers.

or privileges. For those who cannot understand speech, of course the rela-

tionship betWen the behaviors to be reinforced and the tokent must remain

implicit--that is, the first principle cannot be used Hq%4ever, there is a

technique for making the connection between symbolic and actual reinforcers.

_An animal,subject or a retarded child, for instance4'can be provided with,

tokns and placed in a situation with a model who can illustrate the value

of the tokens. .For.example, the model may drop a token into a machine which
.

-
_. .

gives him a candy bar or a toy, which he then enjoys in thee of the, ,,.._
..' ..,

..,
, ..._

child. At this point, if the child ,is provided with one or two'tdkens he is

usually found to imitate, the model'.
T . :-

Once the significant re atioRship between the token and thet-other

reinforcers is established, a graduated schedule is used to dei.Wp the child's

ability to delay use of the tokens fOr longer and longer periods. QRe tech7

nique might require a single token for a candy bar at first, then two, three,

four, and finally five.. Or, the room in which tokens are exchanged for
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.

reinforcers may be open only certain times during the day, and so forth.

, The anmal subject/or the is thp taught ,to appreciate a symbolic

reinforcer and continues. toiseesWas a reinforcer even when he must wait
ti4/

to cash it in. ,1

V

The use of such tokenieconomies in state hospital wards has fTently

brought on dramatic4phanges in the wards' social environments. Nurses and

other ward attendants are provided with the tokens and detailed lists of
.

desired behavi-Ors which are to be shaped among the patients. The patients in
"k

turn are made aware Of the .relationships betWeen the tokens and various privt-

leges and rewards that the tokens will "purchase." Whenever a patient An the

ward produces a.desired behavior, 'any nurse or attendant who observes it can

giver immediatand effective reinforcer. The desired behaviors may be a

display of socially appropriate actions as opposed to "crazy" ones, a willing-

ness to.talk, cooperation with other patients in carrying out various duties

on the, ward, conversation which, anticipates leaving the hospital and considers

some of the realistic problems associated with life outsid4 the hospital, etc.

In this way, the behaviors of large numbers of persons are shaped to approxi-
,

mate those of people; outside the hospital setting, and thereforeprovide a

basis for a graduated transition of the patients to their \home environments

(AYllon81 Azrin* 1968).

The methods ofighe token economy have obvioUs applications with children -

at home or in the classroom. Since there are numerous difficulties involved

in using immediately available material reinforcers, an analogue of the token

system cart be used in which children collect points, consequent to certain of

their behaviors, which apply toward subequent reinforcementl In this way, the

symbolic.reinforcer can be used with much repetition and overseveral days.



The delay period between the tiie a child receivlh the symbolic and the

material .reinforcers would of bourse depend on tie level of his development;

the interval would have to be much shorter for i fants an children-of two or

three years than for a nine- orten-year-old.

Kevin, a ,nine---year-old who was overweight, was informed Atha he could

collect a .certain number of points for losing weight, or for dny other be_

i ,

J ,

q,

were worth a .certain toy or tecreation. Kevin's paren, s helped to devise a

.shaping schedule f6r reinforcing his eating smaller quantities, or certain

kinds, of to.od. Also, when at regular weighing -the boy, was found to have
,..

._.
I

lost one; pound or morq he received a certain umber of' points. The biggest

..;).

reinforcers were ,designedto come Irom actual oss oiweight, but component

behavio's which contributed to los of weight ere also shaped. Some of the
--,

.

*A, .

material reinforcers selected were a tax airp ane which he had wanted
r

for .0.,

a long. time, visits to'a park where he could fly his airplane, or permission

to stay out` an hour later than usual to play with a friend. As in other in-
'

starites of change, ,Kevin's achieved weight doss was a continued source of

positive reinforcement\ in. and of itself,sidice he was able to participate rnor

i.,
--

in
- ;

\

n sports nd.was generally more popular t school.
4.

haviors which contributed to loss of weight. A ertairOnumber Of points

Additional Reinforcement Techniques--

Sattation, Negative Practice, and Group Reinforcemen

Sitiationr
. .. . .,

. Satiation is used to diminish the,i value of a reinforcer. FOr example,

even if eating is positively reinforcing, it ceases to be so of er we are
...

. i

full (or satiated). The satiation method in most cases involves the repeated

use of a' positive reinforcer to such an-extent that it becomes negative.
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AlMOst all of us, on some occasion in childhood, have taken undue advantage of
t,\

the opportunity to indulge in a favorite food, say banana cream pie, with the

Result that even the mention of banana cream pie was repulsive for many months

thereafter.

This technique can have applications for overcoming some undesirable re-

current behaviors, such as smoking. A smoker could be induced to smoke at

a much higher rate than usual, until satiation occurs and the smoking begins

to be negatively reinforcing. Then he canbe required to continue smoking

even_longer at a relatively high rate until he can no longer toler to it. This

procedure may take several three- or four-hour sessions, and can b done in

groups (Keutzer, 1967, 1968). Given the presently available evidence, it is

difficult to say what the long -range effects of this technique are on different

kinds of smokers. It is possible that the technique is more effective with

infrequent smokers, like those who smoke'socially but not necessarily when

they are under stress. In general, development of methods for stopping,the

smoking habit will probably have to start with a characterization of types

of smokers and proceed from there to the-development of different techniques

to counteract the smoking habit of each type.

A

Unfortunately, although it has been used quite successfully in hospital

settings with severely maladjusted persons, the satiation technique for in-

ducing behavior change has not been explored with unhospitalized persons.

For example, one hospital patientleard0towels in her, roam and also carried

many around at all times-by wrapping them around her arms anetorso. She was

induced to give up her hoarding-behavift-J4rough satiation (Ajillon & Azrin,

1968),.. For several days nurses took towels to her rooml'handed them toter

and left. The patient was initially delighted to receive the towels,

'46
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their number increased the began to get more and More upset, and finally

demanded that /they be "removed from her roc;. When,the number of towels in

t

the room exceeded she began to take them, out herself'. Here then, through
01*

satiation, the positive reinforcer, a towel, was made negative and a lasting

change in the patient's behavior was obtained. Subsequent to this satiation

session, she kept an average of only two towels in her room.only

Negative Practice

In another similar technictue, negative practice, certain recurrent un-

desirable behwiiors such as tics can be made even more negatively reinforcing

so that they are'ultimately discontinued (Ullmann & Krasner, 1969). A

person is asked to practice his "involuntary" tic in front of a mirror: Of
.

course at first he may not be able to reproduce an exact copy of,his tic,

but kith practice he is able to do so. The practice accomplishes two things..

Being required to repeat one-hour practice sessions about twice a day requires

.

effort and is therefore negatively reinforcing. Further, the practice, which

is aimed at an exact repetition of thetic, brings7a so-called involuntary

behayior under voluntary control. The end result, then; is a voluntary be-

havior that is negatively reinforcing; therefore it is discontinued:

k .Chronic headaches which are not bic pgically determined can sometimes be

.

.tirqught under control in the same way. The person who suffers from headaches

is advised to practice his headache for one hour every day.. He is told to

set.,,aside a convenient time, find himself a place where he can remain un-,
A

disturbed for that period, and try to make himself get the headache dyring the
. .

, -
0

eriire hour of practice. Typically, the result of such practice is that the

'.person discovers what shoulder,,neck, or facial muscles are becoming tense

during the headache., In this way, once again, a seemingly involuntary
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reaction is brought under voluntary control.

Group Reinforcement .

A person who is in charge of a group can minimize his own involvement as

the primary reinforcing agent and also his sole responsibility for the effec-
.10

tiveness and productivity of the interrelated activities Oflopftmapembers. A

group reinforcement technique 4s been found quite effective in helping to

"spread around" this responsibility for overseeing and reinforcing each per-

son's work in the group. In contrast to reinforcement of each individual's

behaviors, this technique makes reinforcement contingent upon the entire

group's performance.

Teachers who have to deal with unmotivated groups of students frequently

encounter serious disciplinary problems. Such students might be told that
4

if they all stay reasonably quiet during class,',they will be allowed five
s

minutes of free time at the end- of the period. Two aspects of this techniqu* e'

require consideration. First, the reinforcement) ,I4 five minutes of free

.time, is explicitly made contingent on good behavior during the rest of the

class period. Second, and perhaps more interestingly, the reinforcement is

also contingent on.thecoordinated efforts of the entire class. The advan-

tage of this is that the resources of the group are used to exert social

pressure. That is, if the reinforcement is worthWhile to the group, then the (1

one or to troublesome members who jeopardize it may become the target of the

group',s- disciplinary actions instead of requiring controls from the teacher.

In this way the group's own reinforcers are used effectfvely to regulate

,each member's behavior.

More generally, when the behavior of a large number of people is to be

influenced, it is very probable that some of then people will not respond to
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the Selected positive'reinforcers. If the cooperation of the entire group is

necessary to perform a task and if one or two of therTbers get outtof line,

the whole function of the group will be, disrupted. Therefore thetgroup can

be induced to exert control on those individuals who jeopardize the group's

reinforcement, in'order to safeguard group goals. The movie The'Dirty Dozen,

illustrates this technique very clearly. Twelve criminals were promised free-
.

dom (a very positive reinforcer) for succeeding at a certain military task

which required the' cooperative efforts of the entire group. At various

stages of their mission, group members positively reinforced each other's

successes while negatively reinforcing otheri who were about to jeopardize

the project. The intervention required from the officer in charge of the
-)

group was minimal.

In most situations, then, where severa rsons are involved in a project,

a group reinforcer can be quite effective because it minimizes the authori-

tarian role of the group leader and generates more responsibilities among

group members. The technique may be quite suitable in a family situation

where several children are involved and may also have some interesting appli-

cations in hospital wards. In addition, it.can be useful in somewhat rigid

or bureaucratic settings_where the focus of the individual tends to become

so limited to his own role that he fails to see his relationship.to others in

the same organization. Very large groups, where it becomes too difficult for

group members thems'elves to influence each other's behavior, can be broken

down into smaller units, each under the direction of a group leader who is

in turn part of a "youp lealp unit." The performance,of each of these units

may then be maximized with the use of the above technique.
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Summary
4

Change is seen to be a function of positive and negative reinforcers.

For the most part, the kinds of change we have considered here,are most

to the use of positive reinforcers. rurther, the process of change

is a gradual one, involving small steps in the desired direction rather than

large and discontinuous jumps. Therefore, one firstjdetermines the detired

result and then rewards behaviors which increasingly resemble this result.

In other words, Prebyn is reinforced for his "good mistakes" rather than for

perfect performance all'in.one shot.

Since social influence relies heavily on the use of reinforcers, the`ef-

fectiveness of shaping and related methods of behavior modificatiOn are largely

dependent upon Ragent"s ability to find the appropriate rewards for Prebyn 7.

In fact, the primary limitation of the techniques is the difficulty in finding

reinforcers that fulfill two conditions: using them repeatedly (1) does not

induce satiation, but continues to be rewarding to the person receiving them,

and (2) does not deplete the resources of the one who is offering them.' Satia-
N.

tion can be prevented by introducing a variety of reinforcers and shifting

to variable ratio schedules as shaping proceeds, or by replacing material-

reinforCers with social ones.

Variable ratio schedules of reinforcement elicit a high rate of response

from Prebyn and are the most resistant to extinction. They also permit the

smoothest transition away from deliberate reinforcement, sincethby most re-,

semble real-life,situations. In.constdering change broUght about in a controlled

envi+onment,One must also anticipate the likelihood that the new behaviors

.will.persist even when planned reinforcement stops. Learning a new skill that

is reinforced in Many social Situations will _eventually make it unnecessary for
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the original teacher or guide to be aesent.-.

Nat only can the principles of reinforcement hel °p us bring about

positive solutions to problem's; often they can explain how certain problem

behaviors began in the first place. Among these latter situations are a
,

child's tantrums or a person's chronic uridq?achievement. Fifally, piychoio-

matic illness, suicidal talk, or other bizarre behavior can often be analyzed

in terms of the inadvertent but occasional reinforcement oe problem 6-e- 4

baviors.

. , ,

In its initial stages, shaping can be speeded up in yeral,waY

telltel Prebyn what is required of himand how he will be r nfoc

tai p, of his behaviors, Or one can Use models .whose behaviors are

in Prebyn's prtsence. Token economies illustrate both of these an

been' used successfully in hospitals and other settings that can Ile

for cer7,\

ot:ced

have

Carefully :

controlled. Token economies also use symbolic reinforcers such as4chips or'.
A 4

points. Symbolic reinfprcers are preferred over material ones because they

,

can be delivered as soon as the desired behavior occurs. Moreover, they hey ,
,.

to build one's capacity for delaying gratification, because the immediate birt
,

..
,

,

,ct

e e".

. .

symbolic reinforcer must be "cashed in" later.

Another technique based on reinforcement,princfples is satiation:.

Prebyn is given so much of a reinforcer that he tires of it. This method is

used to help Prebyn overcome his excessive°deiire for spmething which may 0-.
timately be harmful (such as cigarettes). Negative practice is method 1.4sed-,

effectively to counteract involuntary behaviors and states such is ties and

headaches. A final method group reinforcement,
1,i

n which reinforcement's to

members of the group are contingent upon the total groups integrated perfor-
'

mance. Not every member of the group needle individu ly,supervis0, and
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development of leadership within the group is encouraged. People work

coperatively rattier than independently, and disruptive members are controlled_

Obm within, thus freeing the group leader from the role of punitive agent.

`,
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The stimuli in our surroundings in-fluence,our behavior; thus,
by inducing planned modifications in these stimuli we can obtain
the desired changes in behavior, whether it be others' or our own.

'Chapter III

Creating Environments Conducive to Change

We can now consider some ways in whickpne can control his own or another's

behavior by modifying the arrangements or sequences of stimuli which are likely

to influence those behaviors. The general effects of.stimuli on behavior need

to be considered before changing environments to influence Fehavior can be

discussed.
(2) .

Every stimulus 'elicits a respOnse;.thus every behavior could,be seen as

a response to some stimulus. This relationship is easily observed in the case,

of certain almdst reflex -like responses to various situations. Fear and its

.physialogical concomitants in reaction to threatening stimuli, or salivation

in response to desired foods, and so forth, illustrate unconditioned responses.

But there are also countless stimuli which do not automatically elicit the

.

same response from everybody.. How can we understand the reasons that differ-
, -..

.

ent people react differently to the same stimuli? The answer to this can be

foundiin the history of co-occurrences of certain pairs of stimuli in each
.

person's backgrqund.

. ,

The Russian psychologist Pavlov observed that when dogs were consistently

\ ,

prese ted with food and this event was accompanied by the ringing of a bell,

II\N\ethe dogs ventually could be made to salivate by the ringing of the bell by

itself. tomeho.... w, pairing the bell with the food had transferred some of the
.
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properties of the food to the bell, such that the bell could elicit saliva-

tion. (I

This process involves an unconditioned stimulus, food, which elicits as

certain response, salivation. The food is then paired with a conditioned

stimulus, the bell. Through this association, the bell begins to elicit

the same response, salivation. To "condition" a response, then, means to

presept a stimulus that doe` not at first elicit the response, and foil:Ow it

regularswith thp unconditioned stimulus!'which does produCe that response,

until eventually the conditioned stimulus alone comes to elicit the response.

Let us briefly summarize thes,0 terms. There are unconditioned and con-

ditioned stimuli. Unconditioned stimuli are those wiiich, i.n the absence, of.

any learning, elicit a characteristic response; for example, shock elicits

pain. Conditioned stimuli, however, are those that begin to elicit a particu-

lar response only after learning. The kind of learning in question is called

n*:

conditioning; if we repeatedly pair a new stimulus'with one that has in the

past elicited a certain reaction from a person, this new stimulus alone even-

tually begins to elicit that same reaction.

It follows -from these concepts of conditioning thae'very behavior is

elicited by a certain stimulus, unconditioned or conditioned. In the presence

of that stimulus the behavior occurs; jn its absence the behavi6, does not

occur.

Stimulus Generalization

Let us now consider an additional aspect of' conditioning. In the case

of the bell, the,dogs could be conditioned to a tone of a certain frequency

(pitch). Upon hearing that tone, the dogS would salivate.. But would it make

any difference if we changed the pitch upwards or downwards? Experiments h'ave

shown that the closer.the.pitch of the' new bell ,to the'one that was used
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originally, the more similar the response. In this case, as the pitch becomes

increasingly dissimilar to the conditioned one, Ihe incidence of salivation

becomes less frequent. This phenomenon is termed stimulus generalization:
Aq

When any stimulus elicits a response, stimuli tlat are similar, to it also gen- t

erally elicits that response. The more similarta stimulus to the original one,
4z-

the more likely it is to elicit that response. Thus, when a response is I

ifmeasured in terms of its intensity, the great thedissimilarity between Oly

4
stimulus and the conditioned one, theless wi I be the amount of the response.

Stimulus generalization, then, explains how; when a person has learned

a response to a given stimulus, he produces it not just for that particular

stimulus but for a series of others like i . The "catch" of course is that a

person may sometimes generali e a newly 1 arned response too far, by reacting

to some similar stimulus with the newly1 earned response when it is not really

appropriate. A familiar example is atung child who is frightened by a

neighbor's dog. Because of stimulus generalization, he thereafter becomes

afraid of all dogs.

Discrimination Learning

The process used to teach so eone to counteract excessive generalization

is known as discrimination learning. The subject is taught to respond dif-

ferently to two stimuli Which dare within the same class but which differ in

intensity, or some other quafty. In the caseof the dogs, a tone of a high

pitch may be conditioned to feeding and one of lower pitch conditioned to

shock. -The laitivaivickl- learns to salivate in response to the high-pitched

;

tone'andkto list his foil up to avaid shock in response to the low-pitched

tone. The next questi n is, how far does each of these two tones generalize?

The animal will resp nd appropriately until we select tones very close to the

middle of the rang between the low- and high-pitched _tones: at which point



-of

he will become confused: In the same way people can be, taught to counteract

generklization by learning to respond differently to various ranges of any

__-
partikular stimulus.

v°

v

Let us see how these concepts of conditioning are applied. Have you

ever wondered how a person acquires an intense dislike for acertain'food,

color, or situation? Dislike for a food may have been acquired-during a

single experience when perhaps on& ate the food while feeling sick, or while

experiencing extreme emotional distress such as an unusual argument in the

family. The reactions which were elicited by the unpleasant stimulus (ill-
.

nest, distress in the family) .beceme associated with the food, thereby trans-
.

ferring negative reaction to the food. Through generalization similar foods

also come to be disliked. Sometimes, too, it could be a simple case of eating

spoiled food which elicits a negative response. Thereafter the dislike is

generalized to that food and others silAilar to it. Intense dislike for a

particular color or arty other object can come aboUt in much the same way.

The following case illustrates one of the variety of situations in which

conditioning can be used o induce change (Eysenck, 1960,). Oedipus, a boy.ee

ten, wou d frequently wake up frightened in the middle of the night and.run to

his parents, wanting to get into bed with them. His parents had tried dif-

ferent methods to change his behavior but had been unsuccessful. Their lack

of succesmay have been due to an unsystematic use of positive or negative

reinforcers. On one occasion when Oedipus was forbidden to come intois

parents' room, he spent four hourt crying outside the door. As this problem

persisted it created several difficUlties and tensions in the family.

Oedipus was brought to a behavior therapist, who first established that

his behavior was,due to.his fear of being alone.in his own bed. Next the
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therapist attached electrodes to Oedipus' arm and asked him to imagine himself

in his mother's bed and to say aloud; "Mother's bed." Just as he said it,

he' was shocked mildly. Then he was asked to say, "My bed," far which he

received no shOck. These two steps we,e repeated several times until the idea

of being in his mother's bed became associated with an unpleasant emotional

re%pone,' while the idei of; being in his own bed was associated with relief

from the unpleasant response. This simple application of conditioning principles,
.

r

was effective--Oe'dipus stopped disturbing his parents aft-light, and a number

of- related difficulties Within the family were resolved. .

One might object that Oidtpus was merely conditioned not to think about

being in his mothdr's'bed and that the physical resignse of getting up and

crying at the doow in the middle of the night was something different and

could persist. The relationship between the thought of being in mother's bed

and actually approaching mother's bed Is understood in'terms of the concept

of stimulus generalization. In fact, thq effectiveness of the method hinges

on stimulus generalization: ?the thought'of being in mother's bed is condi-

tioned to be negative, and actually being in/mother's bed also becomes negative,

through generalization. If difficulty had been encountered, Ihen, generali-
,

zation could have been facilitated either (1) by using a more painful stimulus

-
in the conditioning, or (2) by negatively conditioning thoughts and actions

that approximated, in increasing.degrees, the actual'behaviors of Oedipus.

Stimulus Control

'StimUlus control is, another'application of conditioning. It is based Om

the idea that individual responses are conditioned to, or associated with,

specific stimuli; the occurrence of a particular stimulus consistently



triggers 11 certain response. An obvious implication here is that if one

desires certain behaviors to occur more often in the future, then he musts

create a stimulus environment Which is conducive to the occurrence of those

'behaviors; or to diminish undesirable behaviors, he needs an/envtronment
/

which will elicit responses other than the undesirable ones. Stimulus control

can help one change his own behavior as well as that of others.

Before psychoanalysis, doctors would prescribe rest and a vacation for

anxious patients whose physicalcondition did not account for their psycho-
4

logical distress. Such advice can be seen as an application of stimulus con-

trol. A restful and pleasant environment elicits both behavioral and physio-

logical
(4

responses which differ from tension and anxiety, and thus could at
,

t bring about temporary relief.

-e/

D
4

'Many Americans have difficulty regulating their diets due to an abun--

d nce.of food and a low level, of physical iactivity. Stimulus control

might be of great assistance in retulating eating,. For example, suppose most

eating is done at home. If a specific diet is being used, stocking only the

pe issible items can by a critical factor in the success of the diet. If

A person can limit his purchases to only the "skinny" foods he is permitted

to eat, then he would have to make a- special trip to Eh store to transgress,

or consume the forbidden foods in a restaurant or someo else's home. All

these alternatives require more effort than simply reaching into the refriger-

ator to get a forbidden item. Thus, exercising control for a short time, while

shopping, makes dieting easier in the long run by eliminating the temptations

to'indulge.

"But," you might object, "this applies only to those living alone, and
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many, if not most people who "(hie alone probably do not eat most of their

meals at home. Isn't there sOme modification of the 'food stocking' technique

for those whose families like jots of 'goodies' in the cupboard?" The goodies

are usually consumed, by children who can afford to be less concerned about

dieting. But they would probably be more than happy to consume their goodies

to the point of satiation in the neighborhood drugstore or ice cream parlor:

Single people who eat in restaurants can use the somewhat less effective modi-

fications of the basic technique gived below.

It is further possible to control the desire to purchase the forbidden

foods while shopping. Hunger is the key determinant here--it is a stimulus

of overwhelming impact in determining not only what we eat but also what we

buy. It generates certain not-to-be-igdored response patterns. The food-

purchls/ilig--behaviors f a hungry person are much more likely to sound like,

"I lov4this, I'm goi g to buy some" (a set of responses to hunger learned in

the past), than "Thi ood for me whether I like it or not; so I'll buy

it" (a more recent d'etetic restriction on his established likes and dislikes).

if the immediaty and demanding influence of hunger is absent, then it is

easier for e more rational 'dietetic limitation to take precedence in deter-
.

mining the purchases we make. It might therefore be wise for the person on

a diet to go shopping right after a meal rather than before. (Incidentally,

this can be suggested as good policy for economy-minded houswives as well, even

if their families aren't dieting. It makes a surprising difference in the food

1

bills.)
'

,

,a;A'
. A

crtrolling our stimulus environment for eating at ho can be frus- 0

tring.7 and difficult, it is even more of problem when we are visiting

i .

others or dirqing out. People who typically eat in a variety of environments,

//
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therefore, must use slightly different versions of the a ove technique. For

instance, rather th4(1 ordering a meal as is, with the goo intention of ig-

noring the fattening elements (the baked potato, the hot buttered rolls), one

can simply request that the waiter not bring those things to the table. He

is then structuring his immediate environment as much as possible to. avoid

the potent temptation of seeing forbidden foods in front of him. Controlling

meals in restaurants, however, is more limited in scope and effect than'the'

w
instance where the foods made available in-the home are carefully selected.

The greater limitation in the restaurant is that structuring of the environ-
.

ment is required on each eating occasion, whereas at home a 4n§le shopping

trip can influence many eating occasions. Thus, generally it is preferable

to design situations which more frequently exert influence on the behaviors

in question.

There are three general guidelines for the use of stimului control:
ti

(1) arranging an environment in advance to influence the occurrence of 'c

tain behaviors (Terrace, 1966), (2) doing this arranging on as broad a 1

r\-

vei

as possible to exert the most influente with the least effort, d (3) ar-

ranging the environment when .the related internal stimuli Ifeeli gs) are mini-

mal. This third guideline allows the arranging to be done in terms, of a pre-

determined plan rather than by strong feelings which automatically lead to

certain of the,Undesirable behaviors.

Sleeping

Stiolus control might also be useful with children who have difficulty

going to sleep. Sometimes a child 'of five or six "can't sleep" when he goes

to bed but talks to his siblings4 returns to the living room to,see his,paren\y.4,
.
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or requests'a drink of water. If a child shares his bedroom with other
\

children, or with toys and other stimuli typically associated with play and

waking activities, the environment will discourage s.leeping. It be ef-
_

0

fective to isolate the child An a separate room of his own which contains

minimal cues related to daytime activities--no toys, no brothers and sisters

who might elicit behaviors which prevent settling down to sleep.

e Reciprocal Inhibition

In their classic experiment, Watson and Rayner presented "little Albert"

with a white rat and followed the presentation with a sudden, loud noise from

behind which frightened him (1920). After this sequence was repeated only

seven tiwes, Albert was terrified of the rat by itself. Th\s experimentally-

induced phobia generalized to other furry anftals as well, such as rabbits or ,

cats.

Such a phobia can be removed by placing the child in his high chair in

anticipation of eating. He is then shQwn a rat or other small animal at

close range, which of course elicits considerable fear. ,vtext the animal is

moved Ar enough away so that it is still in view, but the-child's fear is

attenuated. Then the child is fed. During the feeding the animal is gradu-

ally moved closer to him, the approach being gauged by his fear response

(keeping it to a minimum). During the final step, the animal is placed,on

the child's table while he is eating, and heuc,hes, it and plays'with it

without being anxious at all.

How can weunderstand this whole processthe induction and removal of

a phobia? The induction, of course, was a simple case of conditioning - -a

furry animal was repeatedly paired with a loud noise until the animal aJone

produced the fedr response. Stimulus generalization would then explain why
...

4
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the child might dome'to fear other similar small animals. Also, an

.unrealistic, maladaptive fear can be perpetuated because the person avoid so

the feared object as much as possible and thus has no opportunity to learn

any new respofises.

The development and maintenance of phobias can be explained as follows.

Phobic avoidance of an object is reinforcing because it reduces fear. Thus,,

the sequence of development in a phobia is, for example, seeing an nimA,

.experiencifig some degree of reinfordement for successful avoidance--the
,,-

reduction of fear. In this pattern, avoidance is shaped and maintained.

With no guidance from others then, Prebyn completely avoids the animal or

situation Which he fears and does not learn that it is hdrmless. Such in-

. ,
tense feaf ieactions,-often conditioned to quite harmless entities, are

frequently observed inrclinical and experimental settings and were quite

resistant to change .until, the following techniques were developed.

Reciprocal inhibition

The technique of reciprocal inhibition has been found to be successful

in cou eracting such fears (Wolpe, 1958, 1969). `It requires a response

(s'Uch as eating) which can inhibit the occurrence of the maladaptive response

(such as fear). This technique was illusfrated in the case above, where the

eating minimized, or direcily inhibited, "the possibility of anxiety and fear

because the pattern of autonomic (physiolo9ica4 reaction associated with

eating inhibited the autonomic reaction associated with fear and anxiety.
-111#

This.direct inhibition'weakened the link between the feared object and the

fear responsewhile simultdfieously strengthening the link between the

feared object and the relaxed and comfortable respan&e..

The inhibition of the physiological response& associated with anxiety,
/
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due to eating, or conversely the inhibition of relaxation associated with

eating, due to anxiety, is the basis for the name of the4Ochnique--recipro-

cal inhibition.

IT relaxation and arpciety can inhibit one another reciprocally, then how

can we be sure that relaxation will win over anxiety, rather than the other

way around? To insure success,-a situation is designed in which anxiety is

y very weak, ai was the case in the child's gradual exposure to the
1.

feared rat.

If we had presented'him with a continuous strong dose of the feared

object by leaving the rat right in front of him, his fear would have been

too intense for him to relax apd eat. Thus he was first reminded of his fear

by seeing the animal at close range, but it was then removed to a distance

which diminished its threat., The relaxation associated wiig eating then

helped the child counteract the weak fear that might have remained at that

41,

distance. Thus, the new response of relaxation was conditioned to the object

while it was distant, and as it was moved closer the child continued.to main-

`tain his state of relaxation, through generalization. In this way the con-

ditioned reaction.of fear was gradually and completely removed.

*
- There are many behaviors which can Ile used to directly counteract, or

inhibit, the occurrence df anxiety. These include physical activity (prefer-
,

ably strenuous); self- assertion through mild expression pf negative feelings

toward aiPher ("sltanding,up for your rights"); and relaxation, which can be

induced,, hrough eating, deep breathing, muscle qercises, or perhaps trim:

quilizing drugs (Jacobson, l938). _Incidentally, the relaxation induced by

eating may also increase the possibility'of friendly and conforming reactions.

The businessman's habit of negotiating over lunch is more than mere

';"63
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convenience.

Areas of Application for Reciprocal Inhibition

Lt4has been suggested by some behavior therapists t unrealistic

fears or anxiety reactions are the essential basis of any ne otic or maladap-

tive behavior. If this were the case, then it would follahat all neurotic

behaviors could, in principle, be treated with reciprocal inhibition. Rather

. than debate the validity of this conception 'of neuroticism for all cases,.

we will simply accept it as correct

,

for a great many cases and will examine in

some detail the application of reciprocal inhibition to a variety of situations.

The techniques involved are useful, quite simple and easy to, apply.
Tr

Linda was a little girl who, within the course of tdo,or three weeks,
.

saw a-friend fall i t swimming pool and drown, lost another friend who

died of gitis,, and witnessed a car aecidenVn which one perSon was

killed. She somehow associated these traumatic experiences with the absence

of her mother at those times, and subsequently the absence of her mother

elicited very'strong anxiety reactions fry Linda. Lihda's therapist, after

having established the cause of her fears, asked her to lie down close her

eyes and then imagine being sepaiated ff-om her mother forjust five minutes.

As he helped Linda to vividly imagine this situation; she was in a very re-

. laxed state, and the, relaxation helped to counteract or inhibit the. anxiety

stemming from the imagined separation. She was granally led to imagine

longer and longer periods of separation, but always while in a relaxed

stateA

. Following several sessions of-this procedure, Linda no longer feared'

being,away from her mother. As'ien the case of Oedipus, the effectiveness of 0,

Linda's cure hinged on stimulus generalization--from imagining separation

from her mother to actually being Separated from her.
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The aJ4e technique involves inducing a subject to relax and imagine some

weak but analogous version of the conditioned stimulus which elicits anxiety.
,..-

Others involve hypnotizing the subject,and presenting to him as vividly as
-..)(4,

possible the various stimuli which increasingly resemble the conditioned
14. c

..' . ,.4...
stimuluS he fears, _ 4.-

When a person is so extremely anxious andsigttated tha&use of the% 1
simple relaxatioh, techniqu s does not appear possible;; relaxation might be

physiologically induced w th tranquilizing drugs. In one case, a boy who was

terrified -of animals in general was given sedation for three dayi-.. Once he.
,

was 'relaxed because of the 'sedation, he was gradually exposed to various

0'animals until he overcame his phobia.

Another case history report irivolmes Ted, e child who became terribly ,

frightened of any moytng vehicles. after having been.in a c r 'aCcident: He L

was helped with the re4x-th;ough-eating technique. For Ted food was, used

both as a reward for talking about cars initially and as a emeans.of Inhibiting

his anxiety. The therapist began .by making conversation with 6Ted.::After

they had become acquainted and Ted was adjusted to the surroundings, the.

therapistbrieflyand casually mentioned something, about traveling: 'Tel had

rd
been so upset and.frightened that even talk about cars or moving vehicles of

.
, . .

any kiri'd had previ6usly'displeased him,,so when he responded t6 the therapist's

, .

conversation by talking abouta car, he was immediately r ardedoOt some.

lichocolate,' Once. Is talk about .cars was reinforced posiii ely,:he, began to.

tall( Of them more frequently, and the.therapist-continued to reinforce him

With chocolate. Eventually TO and his therapist were able to piiy gameS'
k

,

with toy cars acrd evenshave accidents with them--Ted eating chocOlat all

the while. They next' progressed even furtherto sitting in a §tatio ary

-
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.vehicle, with. Ted still eating chocolate. The next step was to make a brief

trip to the store (eating more chocolate). Finally, after gradually taking

-monger trips:Ted over,ame his fear of cars- and traveling completely.

Throughout, thecandy
/

served both as a reinforcement teencourage Ted's in-
.

creasing involvement with cars, and as an Inhibitor of his anxiety' reactions.

Forced Exposure
. e

There are some situations which do not require a direct inhibition of an

anxiety reaction, in which fear can be overcome by merely forcing a person

into the presence of a feared object.

We have already noted that one prime reason for the maintenance of an

irrational fear reaction is that the person learns to anticipate and avoid

the feared, object, thereby never realizing that his fear is irrational,_

Joseph Wolk, one of the major proponents of reciprodal inhibition,-tonducted

some experiments with eats which are of interest at,this point. He -first

placed them in a .cage and shocked them by pasSing a current through the cage

floor. Whenever the 'cats were placed onthe cage thereafter, they exhibited

a fearreaction which persisted for several months, even though they were not

shocked again. In this ease where the initiaTttimulatiOrlwas probably, quite

painful, merely forcing the cats into the presence of the feared stimulus

was not sufficient to alleviate their fear of it (Eysenck, 1960).

Another researcher, Guthrie (1935), suggested that if somehow perhaps acci-

dentally, a.subject could be induced to produce a different response in the

presence of the feared stimulus, then his second response would be retained

until further,new learning occurred and a third response was associated with

the object. Guthrie called; his a process of one-step learning and

.

. )
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illustrated it in a large number of situations, one of which was the taming

of-wild horses. When a horse is mounted for the,first time,,it reacts vio-

lently. But if the rider can stay on top of him long enough, the animal

changeS dramatically and produces a novel set of reactions to the same

stimulation, and those reactions are Main fined without any recurrence of

his initial disturbance.

Another way to understand such dramatic changes is that the anxious or

disturbed condition is in itself negatively reinforcing for Prebyn, so if

he can be forced to stay in a situation where there are actually no adverse

consequences, then those disturbed b@haviors which are negatively reinforcing

for him will quickly diminish in frequency (Stampfl & Levis, 1967).

Wolpe's results with the cats might discourage one 'from hoping to

achieve change with the use of forced exposure such as Guthrie, suggested.

But working with human beings does seem to provide a basis for change through
. / ,

. .

'forced exposure--change whiCh can include successfully overcoming maladaptive
o

and unrealistic fears. Let us consider an example. r" s

- .

' Since snake phobics are relatively common, theyhaVe,been,tbe object

of many experiments in the area-of-rectptoCal.inhibittion%- One of these in-

volVed fitting the phobic with electrophysiological equipment to directly

measure OS heart rate, blood pressure, and perspiration. When induced by

the experimenter to hold a harmless snake, the physiological indicators

slibwed a very sudden. and drastic increase in anxiety. But within a short time

the anxiety subsided to normal leyels. Inother words, holding a snake just

briefly is Sufficient to overcome tie fear. Such a procedure would of course
-,., 0..

.

hinge.sp the experimenWs ability to induce the phobic to hold a snake. If-
. .

he fails to do so the ','Oerimenter:could:resort to the technique of desensitiza-
,J4

tion, whiCh is considered in the following section.

c
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Although there is not much actual experimentation with, direct confron-

tations with the feared object,,a related technique (implosive therapy)

has shown promising results (Stampfl & Levis, 1967): Prebyn is asked to

Ovidlyilmagine and describe a fear -6ject as .elaborately as possible. In
- = .

this imaginary situations he encounters' the aversive stimulus repeatedly

without any negative reinforcement from that stimuluis itself., In addition

to the reason already mentioned, there is another explanation for the success,

of forced exposure or implosive therapy: the repeated practice of one's

own distress in a harmless situation becomes negatively reinforcing and. is

\
thus discontinuedthe subject ceases to be afraid.

Desensitization

Ahoth& important 'class of procedures included within reciprocal inhi7

bition is referred to as desensitization (Paul, 1966; Wolpe, 1958). It too

makes use of relaxation and sometimes hypnosis to counteract unrealistic

anxiety reactions. In desensitization, Prebyh is hypnotized or trained to

relax completely and then asked to imagine some item low on a list of items

which are anxiety-including for him. Relaxation inhibits the weak level of
r is

ankieliWith Would normalluq'and he begins to Ai-hirwliiiii6Ut fear

to,that item. During the next step of the procedure, Prebyn moves to the

second item on the list which elicits a bit more fear or anxiety. Once

again the fear respone js inhibited. Prebyn gradually proceeds through the

list to items which would ordinarily produce' more and more anxiety. During.

later stages he moves on to confrbnt the real objects assoecated with his

.

phobia.
\,1

Let's say that.a cat phobic lists touching and handling.cats-as.the

68
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r"Nosf distresijng, seeing a cat through a window (across the street or in a

cage) as an intermediate fear, and seeing picturds of cats as distasteful but

not actually frightening., We would egin deseniitizetion by encouraging him

to relax and think about cats, then progress to looking at,pictures of them,

reading about thelii, etc. Next he could spend some time watching cats in

enclosed areas and not within his reach. During the final stages the, client

could be induced'to watch Others play with a cat in the same room, and finally
I

begin to approach and handle a cat himself. Throughout the process there is

a gradual build-upapf parts in the total experience associated with the

phobic object. At every stage of practice the emphasis is on relaxation and
.

minimization of anxiety. lIn fact, if at any stage the individual experiences

anxiety or fear', it is an indication that the process is progressing too t

rapidly and the steps are discontinued, in which case one would return to a

lower step and devise intermediate steps.

Let us take another example, the case of a man who complains that he

cannot drive'on freeways. We would first ask him to tell us everything about

driying on freeways that he finrdo arful- and then have him rank all of

the relative to one another, from the most tg the least distressing. His

.,'fears,could include other people driving too close, missing the appropriate

4,
ramp, being cut off'SuddenlYC6y another car, having the car in front

stop kuddenly, having a. blow -out at high speeds, running out of gas with no

place to stop, being involved in a chain-reaction accident, or skidding on

41'

4"4iet pavementAduring rain,

N'
Each item 4dii such a list is a stimulus which elicits fear and anxiety,

1 '4.W1

ly

Although they may differ in the extent to which they do so. To help this
4

man produce a 'Tel response to each of these items, situations are needed

\..
in which it is very dileficult,for fear tokoccur in response to any item.

4
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Firsthe must relax completely. Than he is asked to imagine the least dis-

tressing item. Being relaxed inhibits anxiety, and therefore it is possible

to learn a new response to that item. If the man is able to_relax_success-
.

fully without any sign of distress in response to this first item, we move

up the scale tb the next one, something about freeways which frightens him

slightly more than did the first-item. If this in turn is successful, we try

the third item, and so on. This procedure may take One or two months, since

'the steps are graded very iinelyolfi6 least to most feared items, and success

is achieved at each step before progressing. If, as does occasionally happen,

the patient' becomes quite anxious in response to any one of these situations,

it means, as we mentioned above, that we have not graded the situations

.0inely enough. It will then be necessary to find some intermediate situation--

between the one which aroused the fear and the last one which was mastered

,successfOly..

Audio-visual aids, such as movies and sound effects which increasingly

simulate the feared situation, can also be helpful. The freeway phobic might,

at some stage d17g pl6desensitization, be shown freeway driving in movies,

which simulate ,the view of the driver (as in drivers' training films). This

technique might be especially good if he is terrified of rapidly moving vehicles.

Additional steps might involve having the man actually confront the free-

way sitUation in a relaxed state. A situation could be devised in which the

chances of risk are minimal and the actual confrontation is also minimal.

Accompanied by a good driver whom he trusts, the patient might merely drive

from one entrance ramp to the next exit ramp, very early in the morning or

late, at night when there is little traffic. This design provides the reassurance

of a competent companion and maximally safe driving conditions. If the patient

7



can accomplish this feat, he can drive again under similar circumstances but

for a longer distance, then with more and more traffic,,anb so forth.

As the phobic attempts each of these steps, a new reaction is being

learned to the act of driving on the freeway. He is learning to be relaxed,

not afraid. 'Although the conditions under which he begins are safe compared

to tush hour traffic, the fact of stimulus generalization remains', so that

we can expect him to be able to relax more and more in freeway conditions

which involve increasing degrees of danger,.provided we continue to move him

'slowly from step to step.

Rehearsal

Some of the techniques already discussed Vest that learning the skills

for dealing with a critical situation can be facilitated by practice under

similar circumstances which do not evoke as much negative feeling as the

---------------
t 4' i ,.'

critical situationIr i. There s,a we exArimental evidence on this

subject, and it suggests that learning'tansfers most re those tasks

which most resemble the original leartilng task. This general finding is

practiced quite intuitively and is by no means an extraordinary conclusion--,
7 9

its iMOlications.appear in our cultare in various rule, of thumb. Training

situations for dangerous t #es of work or sports (parachuting, ski-jumping,
.

air emergency procedures for a stewarddsg), are devised in suctra way that
1

they are analogous to the actual one, but exclude most of the 'dangerous

°elements. Military maneuvers, as part of the preparatioriJor the battle-
,

field, illustrate the extreme to which people simulate real -and critical

situations. Orel( rehearsals for plays, or concerts are held for, essentially
,..

.
&..P'

.

.

the same reason: Some individuals might even rehearse an important job

interview with a friend priors:to the encoupter.
,

6.
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Let us briefly consider the pr6Cess of rehearsal in terms of conditioning.

In essence, it is the learning of responses to noncritical stimuli which

gradually resemble the critical stimuli that elicit strong negative emotional

reactions. Fear reactions interfere with learning because ,they cause certain

responses which inhibit correct performance and minimize the occurrence of

novel responses in the situation. Minimizing fear increases the possibility

that new responses Can be learned in the situation. Then the learning can be

generalized gradually to other stimuli which increasingly resemble the highly

emotional one.

Thus, even when a rehearsal situation is relatively artificial, if it

resembles in some important respects the more critical and difficult problem,

one's success might be sufficieftly positively reinforcing to encourage him

4 ;
to exert further effort at successive stages. However, we also need to keep

in mind that since the tense of mastery at each stage is an important positive

reinforcer, the successive rehearsal stages should be difficult enough so

that a sense of mastery is attained,following each stage. This means that too

many detailed and very similar rehearsal situations must. be avoided. Let us

consider an everyday problem where rehearsal can be helpful.

Moot:, Many times when I attempt to express mySelf, I have to stop and form

the verbabexpressivn of what I a thinking. This often results in my

, inability to say anythi g for s 'veral long seconds, which is'quite embar-

rassing.

Rehiarsal for Moot would inv ve situations, varying along two dimensions:

(l)tgra'dual decirease of plan ng what-he is going to say, and (2) gradual in-

crease of listeners, particularly those who may evaluate him critically. First,

while alone, Moot could read a certain amount of text and recite it gloud.
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This situation would involve.no listener and he would already have the ideas

he wished to.express. The next step could involve a similar procedure, but

would include a frienA (a nonevaluative and nonthreatening_:person) to-listen

to his recitation. At subsequent stages he would restrict his speaking at

social gatherings to more structured materials such Ostories or jokes.

Meanwhile, when by himself he could use a tape recorder to practice

talkin9 spontaneously. During the final stages of rehearsal, he might talk

spontaneously to close friends in preparation for spontaneous conversations

with strangers or evaluative persons.

In citing Moot's example, we had to present the progressive steps arbi-

tYarily. In an actual case of rehearsal, Moot himself would assist by decid-

ing jlow large a step he felt would be feasibl6 at each point to bring him
st

closer to his goal.

Summary

The first donceptAntroduced in this chapter was that every response is

determined by a given stimulus or situation, and that the control of the

situation can thus provide control over the behaviors which occur in it. A

second aspect of stimulus-response relationships. is that the presentation of

a stimulus which at first does not eli cit a response, followed regularly by

an undonditiooed stimulus which doe; produce that response, eventually causes

the first stimulus alone,to-elicit the response.- This basic idea of condition-_

ing explains,,a large nutter of emotional reactions and constitutes a basis for

reciprocal inhibition,

Reciprocal inhibition is a powerful technique that is applied to overcome

anxiety that has been inadvertently conditioned to certain stimuli, such as
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phobic reactions (fear of heights, animals, or certain activities). In

applying the method, Prebyn is induced to engage in some activity, such as

eating or relaxation, which counteracts his anxiety reaction at the physiological

level. While doing so, he faces the feared object--or, at first, some objec

which resembles the feared one, gradually increasing his exposure to the feared

object until he can face'it without fear.

The related,technique, rehearsal,.is based on. the premise that it is

easier to transfer knowledge or skills from one area to another similar area

than to a dissimilar one. <Therefore,_solution of a.problem is best achieved'

by starting with a similar, but easier, task, and then proceeding to more

difficult steps gradually. By learning to function successfully during the

easier stages of rehearsal, one can be confident and relaxed since the threat

of failure or danger is minimal. This relaxation generalizes to the next,

more difficult step, making it in turn easier to overcome, and so on, until

one finally learns to functidh with relative ease in a situation which originally

provoked anxiety.

In closing we need to briefly compare the four techniques of reciprocal

inhibitions desensitization_, forced exposure, and rehearsal, to oonsider_th,
r.

conditions under Which each mightbe most appropriate. RehearsalJS'readily

distinguished from the others because it is used to counteract realistic

fears or danger4 whereas the other three are used with more unrealistic fears

or anxieties.

Among the other three, forced exposure or implosive therapy would seem

to require a very trusting relationship between Prebyn and Ragent. It can

best be used when fear is moderate, with reciprocal inhibition and particularly

desensitization being used for the extremes.
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Desensitization is a special case of reciprocal inhibition which

relies on 'relaxation to Counteract anxiety. The other means of inhibi-

tion discussed--eating, strenuous physical activity, or self-assertion:-

have more limited appl ica tion and can 'be used 'only i rr special circum-

stances. For instance, it would be somewhat impractical to use eating,

(I

,

to inhi it one person's fears in a vast number df situations. Thus,

another rule of thumb could be to use desensitization techniques, rather

than some of the other inhibitors, for severe and more pervasive problems

4

(Wolpe, 1969). So, when a person expresses difficulties or is anxious

In his relationships with relatives, friends, and at work, desensitiza-

tion might be the appropriate technique. IfOn Contrast,.he,simply

has a fear of heights or some specific class of objects, some of the 1

other inhibitors may be easier to use and provide a quick resolution to

the problem.

Finally, for lesS severe problems, reciprocal inhibition can be

readily used by psychologically untrained persons, whereas desensitization

is more elaborate and time - consuming, and requires greater familiarity with

re1akatfon , a moth6i, whipe aft:aid-of-0e

herself think of a way ,to counteract his hear, but she might have

more difficulty applying desensitization if the child refused ever, to

be left alone.
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(
Some problems are difficult because they contain many parts that
differ in level of severity. This final chapter outlines a method t
of organized approach to difficult problems and involves (1) the
identification of component problems; (2) their ordering in terms
of levels of severity; and (3) solution of component problems
starting with the easiest and progressing to the most diffidult.

Chapter.IV

Plan of Approach to Multi-Problem Situations

Transitions from Easy to Difficult

In this final chapter we need to elaborate on the principle of beginning

with the behavior that is easiest to change and,gradually proceeding to the

more difficult. This is particularly important when complex problems are

involved, in,,which several behaviors requir% change. Indeed, even when only'

one behavior needs to be changed, special analogues of it may be deVised which

are simp,ler and serve as practice for the more difficult aspects of the change

that is requieed.,
. 1

In general, whenever one is trying to learn something which is novel and

, 0
diffitult, he may anticipate possible failure--Alo gain foie his efforts, pain,

..,

and loss of face or self-respect. Further, if he has failed before when

attemining to learn this new behavior, trying it again may be associated with

vague (or not so vague)rteelings of distress 'and anxiety. learning proceeds

more slowly when there is a high degree ,of anxiety, so that the presence of

arong negative feelings can be distracting and can diminish the possibility

of.success in changing.behavior patterns. It follows"that in learning new

,

social skills, or'attempting changes in others', behaviors, one wouldafind 'it

theli5ful to or...der hierarchically the various aspects of the required change.
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The changes listed at the bottom of the hierarchy would not only be easier

(that is, associated with less negative feelings due to anticipated failure)

but would also, once' accomplished, provide the person with skills/he did not

previously possess. The latter in'turn would ease the%fficulty of master-
.

ing the progressively. higher steps in the hierarchy.

A third reasdt,,to order changes irvt_hit way, again, is that when a

\\
person succeeds (when he is positively reinforced for his efforts) at one

part of a task, he is more likely to continue and persist in trying another

. part. Starting with the easy parts of problem helps to insure that a

4

person's anticipation of positive reinforcement will exceed his expectation

of negativedreinforcement.

The whole idea of progressing from easier to more difficult-steps may

be summed up nicely with an African proverb: 'The best wayhto eat the

elephant standing in your path is to cut him up in little pieces."

Complex Problems

In tackling the simple, limited interpersonal- problems we all-face

from day to day we will probabiy find that one or the other of the techniques
0

described `in this monograph 'I'dould probably serve effectively in each case.

Very frequently even those-who seek professional help can be assisted suf-

'ficiently with only a single technique. But sooner or later-most of us

encounter difficulties of greater complexity, more pervasive problems that we

can't seemto cope with on such simple bases. One example of such a pervasive

problem is the experience of a general -Malaise or discomfort without even

knowing why!.

There are several general guidelines for an approach to such complex

situations, most of which have already been discussed in other contexts.
Alt '
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The first step, of course, is the definition of the problem in terms of its

various behavior components. SuCh a definition would provide the details

about (1) the kinds of social situations involved; (2) the specific behaviors

of the participants, as identified through recurrent patterns in the various

examples; (3) the duration of the problem, which reveals the rigidity of the

behaviors involved; (4) the inadequacy associated with various component -

behaviors; (5) the reinforcers which may be maintaining each problem behavior;

and (6) other reinforcers which can be used to change it. In other words,

with our greater familiarity with reinforcement and conditioning techniques,

we can now more readily pinpoint the relevant recurrent patterns in a problem

situation. As we listen to a person describe various instances in,which he

encounters difficulty, we will be looking.for the common patterns noted above.

Another important guideline for dealing with complex problems is that

the positively reinforcing results of a change must exceed its negatively

reinforcing consequences. Further, any changed behavior that becomes strongly
Ev

positively reinforcing will be maintained longer than one that is less posi-

tively or even negatively reinforcing. Finally, the,more rigid and long

.1`t,

establkhed &behavior, the. more difficult it is to chan44-(since successful

change first requires an initial disorganization of the rigid behaviors and

then'their replacement with other, more reinforcing ones.'

Let us briefly consider how these guidelines can be applied in therapy

situations..

The t*rapist would first obtain a definition of the problem and then

order the components using some of the procedures from desensitizatiOn or

rehearsal. George Kelly's (1955) approach, for one, toed rehearsal in tackling
It,

graded series of problems. He would sometimes writea character sketch which
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illustrated the patient's mode of behaving in a given situation but differed

in some significant respects. He would request the patient to act outthis
a

,

character sketch in a number of situations which increasingly a hximated

the critical one, orhe would-modify the sketch to include greater and more

\ft,

difficult changes. eV.
, ,

, -

Various stages might involve the use of illodels for situations whetg

the patient lacks coping skills and feels completely(nelpless: Th etherapi

could either suggest the models himself or select one 9r two from tho
0

described as available by the patient. He would use his greater awareness

ofprincipJes ofchange and of possible roles appropriate to a'given situation
or

and suggest several of thesetto the patient; who in turn would select one or

more which feel most comfortable for himo try. .When the patient trie6(-'''
. t,

1
,..

these roles, he would first be expected to rehearse ttlem,,in emotionally 4r.
. 1

neutral situations and then gradually move on to `try thei in more emotionally
o

arousing (real life) situations. .
.

..

. ...., ...

--In the case of married couples, once again the therapist yould obtaiq
.., .s .

a:detailed list of troublesomejncidents witp 5everaljllus,tVons_of.eflOti
,..,...

, . . -,iir' ,

in order to,define their difficulties Vis-A-vis one inother.. He would also:,
,. .: . -11)

ask them to rate the. problems in terms of difficulty. Thy coulenexti con-
-..

.
N' , - ,,..o..

sider how, in the case of the simplest problem, eich'party could alter'bis,

c

PP

`41!,

or her behavior to provide a greater degree ofpOsitive.reinforcement to

the other.

These alternate behaviors could beeidentifidd by asking each to- uggest.

ways in-which he would prefer the other to behaie. Thq more acceptable ode.
,

. ° rd.,

of these waYsW.To4d.then be attemp )e d. In this way; with some effort, each

7

I

would gain a desired change i partner. The therapi t's rolewould
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therefore consist of helping to identify compromise possibilities and clearly

defining such compromises for each party.

The couple would then use appropriate techniques to try one, set of changes

for about a week. They would re urn and discuss these changes, modifying

the ones that prove unworkable, or simply proceeding with a more di icult

step. The therapy situation would thus become an arena for dis ng the

details of compromise which Would gradually be carried over to everyday

situat-i-sns. Havipg discovered the techniques whereby workable changes in the

behaviors of both partners could be defined and attempted, the couple would

begin to rely less and less on the therapist.

As in the case, of individual therapy, the negative effects ,of tie effort

required .froin each partner would be compdnsated by the positive gains 'Attained

from changes in the other's behavior. One of the therapist's mar contri-
)

butions would be his assistance in. identifying alternate behaviors which would

maximize reward for both pa es and in this way maintain their motivation at

various stages.

It is seen t that behavior therapy is more,a-learping situation 7

than a conventional therapist-patient r:e.lationshiP.

that it allows the therapist to assume the role

w, t

Another of itt novelties

of consul tant .to parents,

eachert,,ornurses who in relation to the children and patient's involved,

-would'do the bulk of the therapeutic work themselves.

In closing, we shoUld reconsiders the one most important way '14 which

our approach differs from psychbdynamic and common-sense views of social
: '

influence. Both psychodynamic and common-sense notions would suggest that

Change starts from within (attitudes, feelings, and beliefs) and .pro.ceeds

outward (specific behaviors). One must Change a. eelipg or alief in order
.
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to bring about any lasting change ;:in behavior.

The present approach to social influence would emphasize more the oppo-

,

sit6: if behaviors can be changed, and if those changes can be successfully

maintaiped over a period of time, then attitudes, beliefs, and feelings will

also change to become consistent with these new behaviors. Accordingly, we

will endlivith E. Robert Jones' more eloquent statement:

"It is,eaSier to act yourself into "a new way of thinking than to

think yourself into a new way of acting."

1

_
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